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RESUMEN 

La contaminación ambiental es la presencia de agentes físicos, 
químicos o biológicos presentes en el agua, suelo y aire; siendo 
perjudiciales para la salud de las personas, así como para la vida 
vegetal y animal. Las actividades económicas son esenciales para el 
desarrollo de la sociedad, sin embargo, muchas de estas actividades 
son una fuente de contaminación constante. Por ejemplo, la fuga de 
fluidos y gases en plantas industriales afectan negativamente a la 
salud e higiene para la elaboración de alimentos, bebidas, aditivos y 
materias primas causando un impacto ambiental y económico negativo 
en la industria. La búsqueda continua de métodos para el desarrollo de 
sistemas de medición es una característica de la evolución tecnológica 
de la humanidad. Las fibras ópticas presentan varias ventajas para ser 
empleadas en sistemas sensores; tales ventajas son: inmunidad a la 
interferencia electromagnética, dimensiones reducidas, ligeras, bajas 
pérdidas, fácil multiplexación y resistencias a la corrosión, entre otras. 
En general, podemos encontrar una amplia gama de aplicaciones en la 
industria para el desarrollo de sensores en fibra óptica. Sin embargo, 
en esta tesis se han seleccionado tres aplicaciones industriales de 
interés relevante: detección de gas amoniaco a bajas concentraciones, 
detección de adulteración en bebidas alcohólicas y detección de 
adulteración de combustibles. Se caracterizan los parámetros de los 
sensores desarrollados tales como la sensitividad, reversibilidad, 
reproducibilidad y precisión para la medición de cada tipo de sensor. 
Los resultados obtenidos en esta tesis serán útiles en el estudio de 
nuevos materiales aplicables a sensores ópticos, permitiendo la 
apertura a nuevas vías de investigación en el campo de los sensores 
en fibra óptica para aplicaciones industriales. 

 





 

ABSTRACT 

Environmental pollution is the presence of physical, chemical or 
biological agents in water, soil and air which are harmful to our health, 
safety and welfare of the people as well as plant and animal life. 
Economic activities are essential to the development of society; 
however, many of these activities are a constant source of 
contamination. For example, leakage of fluids and gases in industrial 
plants adversely affect the health and hygiene for food processing, 
beverages, additives and raw materials causing serious environmental 
and economic impact on the general industry. The continual search for 
methods for developing measurement systems is a feature in the 
technological evolution of humankind. Optical fibers exhibit several 
advantages such as being immune to electromagnetic interferences, 
reduced dimensions, lightweight, low losses, easy multiplexation and 
resistant to corrosion for the development of optical fibers sensors. 
However, we selected three applications were the principle of operation 
of our sensor provides an advantage over other reported sensors: 
gaseous ammonia detection for low concentrations, adulteration of 
alcoholic beverages detection and combustibles quality control. The 
overall objective of this research is to design, fabricate, deploy and 
verify the correct operation of optical fiber structures for the 
identification of interesting liquid and gaseous environmental pollutants. 
The sensors parameters such as its sensitivity, reversibility, 
reproducibility and accuracy of measurement for each type of sensor 
are also characterized. These results obtained from this thesis would 
be a useful work in the study of new materials applicable to optical 
sensors, while opening new avenues of research in the field of optical 
fiber sensors for industrial applications.  
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

The continual search for methods for developing measurement systems is a 

feature in the technological evolution of humankind. Over the years different 

approaches have been implemented such as mechanical transducer mechanisms, 

the implementation of electric-electronic components and quite recently using 

optical devices. 

 

In the past four decades optical fibers have been an important factor in the 

development of optical communication systems, as well as in the development of 

measurements systems. This is due to the fact that optical fibers exhibit several 

advantages such as being immune to electromagnetic interferences, reduced 

dimensions, lightweight, low losses, easy multiplexation and resistant to corrosion 

and temperature changes [1-3]. Therefore, optical fiber sensors have been used to 

monitor a wide range of parameters such as pH, humidity, concentrations of gases, 

volatile organic compounds, voltage, temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration, 

specialty chemicals, acoustic emission and fracture [4-12]. For these reasons, it is 

necessary to continue the development of sensing technologies that incorporate 

optical fibers using low cost materials, efficient transduction mechanisms, simple 

interrogation and reading mechanisms, a straightforward fabrication process, and 

adaptability to different environmental areas. They should also meet satisfactorily 

the main parameters that define the quality of an optical sensor: high sensitivity, 

selectivity, reversibility, fast response time, long lifetime and reproducibility [12]. 
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1.2. BACKGROUND 

 

Environmental pollution is the presence of physical, chemical or biological 

agents in water, soil and air which are harmful to our health, safety and welfare of 

 the people as well as plant and animal life. These agents may be solid, liquid, 

gaseous or a mixture of them. The presence of these agents comes from natural 

sources (volcanoes, forest fires, windstorms, living and decaying plants, etc.) or 

anthropogenic sources that make the activities of daily life [13, 14]. Economic 

activities are essential to the development of society; however, many of these 

activities are a constant source of contamination. For example, leakage of fluids 

and gases in industrial plants adversely affect the health and hygiene for food 

processing, beverages, additives and raw materials causing serious environmental 

and economic impact on the general industry [15, 16].  

 

In general, we can find a wide range of applications for the development of 

optical fiber sensors. However, we selected three applications were the principle of 

operation of our sensor provides an advantage over other reported sensors. 

 

Gaseous Ammonia detection: One of the toxic gases commonly present in 

the industry is ammonia, which is a natural gas employed in the automotive and 

chemical industry and medical analysis [16]. Due to its potential hazard to human 

beings, even at small concentrations, real time environmental monitoring of 

ammonia is a critical issue in closed environments. Ammonia has a strong smell 

that can be perceived at concentrations close to 50 ppm and which induces 

irritation in the upper respiratory tract and chronic cough [17]. On the other hand, 

prolonged exposure to ammonia concentrations below 25 ppm has no significant 

influence on pulmonary functions [18]. In fact, the American Conference of 

Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) has set a limit to the ammonia concentration in air of 

25 ppm in the workplace during a daily working period of 8 hours, and a 
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concentration of only 35 ppm for a short-term exposure time of 15 min [19, 20]. 

Prolonged exposure between 25 ppm to 100 ppm influence the generation of 

asthma and bronchitis, chronic eye irritation and may cause dermatitis [17]. 

Concentrations above 100 ppm can produce eye burning, tearing, swollen eyelids, 

corneal abrasion, blurred vision and even permanent blindness [17-20]. Therefore, 

the design of novel techniques and sensors that allow the accurate detection of low 

ammonia concentrations with real time monitoring is quite important [16]. Among 

the different approaches to detect ammonia it is possible to find those based on the 

use of Nessler’s reagent [21], photoionization detectors [22], semiconductor thin 

films [23], potentiometric electrodes [24], commercial infrared gas analyzers [25] 

and sensors based on absorption FET (ASPFET) [26]. Although these sensors can 

detect gaseous ammonia, they exhibit some disadvantages. For instance, 

Nessler’s reagent is a chemical reagent used to detect small amounts of ammonia. 

However, this reagent is toxic when inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through the 

skin, and is also a carcinogenic substance. Sensors based on semiconductor thin 

films exhibit a low selective drift for a particular gas, low reproducibility, weak 

stability, poor sensitivity and a short sensor active life time. Photoionization 

detectors exhibit high sensitivity and fast response time, but they need to be 

calibrated very often to provide accurate measurements. Sensors based on a 

potentiometric electrodes have the advantage of being sensitive and selective, but 

they have significant limitations such as relative high power consumption, 

expensive and requiring the presence of an experienced operator. Regarding 

sensors operating on APSFET they are susceptible to electromagnetic 

interferences. In the case of commercial infrared gas analyzers they are usually 

expensive and bulky. Due to the high toxicity of this gas in industry there is a 

constant need to develop sensors that provide reliable measurements and can also 

be used in harsh environments.  
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Adulteration of Alcoholic Beverages: Food technology is the science that 

deals with study and ensures microbiological, physical and chemical quality of 

foodstuffs in all parts of the manufacturing process, responsible for the 

development of new products through the application of new technologies and the 

use of traditional and non-traditional raw materials, depending on the 

characteristics of the country and its population. 

 

Throughout history, traditional alcoholic beverages of each country or region 

have been produced since many of them are representative of the country of 

origin. A standard practice in most countries, which is required by law, is to specify 

how much alcohol (ethanol) is contained in the alcoholic beverage. This is typically 

done by displaying on the bottle label the percentage of alcohol by volume. Based 

on the type of beverage this percentage can range from 7% up to more than 50%. 

The key objective of such regulations is to maintain the quality of the beverage, but 

mainly to prevent harm to human beings due to alcohol intoxication. In the last 

decade, the adulteration of alcoholic beverages has been a common malpractice in 

order to increase the revenues of businesses dealing with their commercialization. 

Adulterated alcoholic beverages are legal alcoholic products that have been illicitly 

tampered with, for instance, by criminally diluting them with water, purposely 

putting them into new containers to conceal their true origin or adding toxic 

substances to manipulate the quality of alcoholic beverages. Regardless of the 

quality degradation, the main issue is related to poisoning or death due to such 

malpractice. Ethanol (EtOH) has been widely used to manipulate alcoholic 

beverages and although the mortality associated with acute ethanol intoxication is 

rare, it can be an important factor when combined with other drugs. It is also 

directly responsible for more than half of traffic accidents. Meanwhile, ethylene 

glycol (EG) is used in the adulteration of alcoholic beverages as a solvent and 

antifreeze, and the toxicity is due to the accumulation of metabolites [27, 28]. 

Among the variety of commercial alcoholic beverages, rum is the most consumed 
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worldwide [29], which makes it an easy target for adulteration. In Mexico, for 

instance, six out of ten bottles are either adulterated or counterfeited with ethanol 

and EG. As a result, instruments that can accurately detect contaminants in 

alcoholic beverages are highly desirable. Electronic methods have been previously 

proposed to recognize and detect impurities in alcoholic beverages [30-32]. 

Although these electronic sensors have efficient results for the measurement of 

liquid impurities, they may be sensitive to electromagnetic interference, expensive, 

and unsuitable for remote operation. On the other hand, optical technologies are 

well suited for this task. Raman spectrometry [33], Fourier Transform (FT) near 

infrared and Raman spectrometry [34], NIR Raman analysis [35], and gas-

chromatography methods [36] have been also used to detect the presence of 

methanol and ethanol dissolved in alcoholic beverages. For instance similar 

methods have been applied to detect adulteration in tequilas [37, 38]. The main 

issue with such techniques is that the equipment in very expensive. Other 

technique based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [39] has been also 

reported. However, the system tends to be bulky and susceptible to external 

disturbances that can misalign the system. 

 

Gasohol Quality Control: In the last two decades there has been a 

growing interest to develop renewable fuels that could replace or reduce the use of 

gasoline. As a consequence of the growing demand of petroleum and green 

combustibles, some alternatives have been proposed as renewable fuel sources. 

In this sense, methanol and ethanol are also used as fuel, especially when mixed 

with gasoline. Methanol emerges as an alternative fuel due to the toxicity of the 

emissions from gasoline and the destruction of the ozone layer. In addition, the 

calorific value of gasoline is approximately twice the calorific value of methanol, 

thus making it more rentable. Some advantages of methanol as diesel combustible 

to vehicles are: it can be produced from renewable sources and grass waste, 

bagasse sugar or litter among others; generates less environmental pollution than 
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fossil fuels and ordinary vehicles can use this combustible by only replacing the 

plastic parts of the fuel system [40, 41]. However, methanol has received less 

attention than ethanol because it is highly toxic, extremely volatile and therefore 

would increase the risk of fire or explosion [42]. Ethanol has become a very 

popular choice as fuel (E100) in markets such as Brazil, USA, Sweden, Thailand 

and others, with the advantage that combustion is less polluting and highly 

oxygenated. This combustible comes from sugar cane and corn, as well as 

cellulosic biomass, trees and grasses. It should be noted that the maximum 

permissible exposure in United States of America in air (40 h/ week) is 1,900 

mg/m3 for ethanol, 900 mg/m3 for gasoline and 260 mg/m3 for methanol. Ethanol is 

also employed as additive in gasoline to replace the Methyl Tert-Butyl Ether 

(MTBE), responsible for significant contamination of soil and groundwater. The 

resulting fuel mixture of ethanol and gasoline is called gasohol [43, 44]. Two 

common blends are E10 and E85, with ethanol content of 10% and 85%, 

respectively. Since alcohol has corrosive properties, special adaptations to 

conventional engine vehicles that employ ordinary gasoline are required; otherwise 

the engine is at risk of degradation in some component materials as well in the fuel 

system [45]. Therefore, the design of novel techniques and sensors that allow the 

accurate detection and identification of combustible with real time monitoring is 

quite important. Among the different approaches to detect combustible and 

hydrocarbons it is possible to find those based on the use of chemiresistors [46], 

piezoresonance sensors systems [47], photoacoustic sensor system [48], 

electronic fuel analyzers [49] and infrared fuel concentration analyzers [50, 51].  

Although these electronic sensors have efficient results for the measurement of 

liquid combustibles, oils and hydrocarbons, they may be sensitive to 

electromagnetic interference, exhibit a low selective drift for a particular 

hydrocarbon, relative high power consumption, some are expensive and requiring 

the presence of an experienced operator, they are usually bulky and unsuitable for 

remote operation. 
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A common feature during the adulteration of alcoholic beverages and the 

preparation of gasohol mixtures is that the refractive index of the original liquid is 

modified when is mixed with other liquid. Therefore, refractive index optical fiber 

sensor can be used to monitor when a liquid has been contaminated. 

 

1.3. OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 

 

The overall objective of this research is to design, fabricate, deploy and 

verify the correct operation of optical fiber structures for the identification of 

interesting liquid and gaseous environmental pollutants. The sensors parameters 

such as its sensitivity, reversibility, reproducibility and accuracy of measurement for 

each type of sensor are also characterized. To carry out this, the following specific 

objectives are proposed: 

 

• Theoretical study of the measurement process with optical fiber sensors and 

classification according to the measurement environment. 

 

• Design, fabrication and characterization of an intrinsic optical fiber sensor 

incorporating coatings with sensitive materials for the detection of gaseous 

ammonia. Ammonia is detected via interaction of the evanescent optical 

field with the sensitive coating. 

 

• Design, fabrication and testing of an intrinsic optical fiber sensor based on 

Multimode Interference (MMI) effects in optical fibers. The sensor allows us 

to measure refractive index of a liquid, which is used to determine the 

ethanol concentration of a binary mixture. The sensor is applied to 

determine the quality of alcoholic beverages and combustibles (gasohol). 
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• Identification and selection of a suitable material for the manufacture of a 

sensitive coating. The coating is applied on the surface of the MMI device in 

order to enhance the sensitivity of the MMI sensor. 

 

The results obtained from this thesis would be a useful work in the study of 

new materials applicable to optical sensors, while opening new avenues of 

research in the field of optical fiber sensors for industrial applications.  

1.4. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

 

The content of this thesis is divided into six chapters briefly described below: 

 

Chapter I is a general introduction to the subject of the research that will be 

developed. We briefly describe the importance of efficient sensor devices for 

monitoring environmental parameters for industrial applications. An overview of 

sensors developed using traditional technologies is also described, which provides 

a good starting point for the development of this thesis. At the end of the work we 

develop new optical fiber sensors that form the basis for future developments. The 

main objectives of this work are also presented. 

 

In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of optical fiber sensors including a 

review of the theoretical foundations of single-mode fiber (SMF) and multi-mode 

fiber (MMF). We also explain the concept of evanescent field in MMF and the 

formation of self-images observed in MMI fiber devices. A brief introduction to the 

study of optical fiber sensors is also included, which demonstrates the advantages 

with respect to traditional sensor systems, their classification and their main 

applications today. 

 

In Chapter 3, an optical fiber ammonia sensor employing a universal pH 

indicator is proposed and demonstrated. The key concept for employing this optical 
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fiber sensor is to take advantage of the basicity of ammonia. Therefore, by 

employing a BCG pH indicator and a pH universal indicator, which undergoes a 

suitable colour change when exposed to ammonium ions, ammonia can be 

measured by tracking absorption changes. The advantage of these pH indicators is 

that they exhibit sensitivity to ammonia over a broad wavelength range. In addition, 

these indicators are embedded in a hydrophobic and gas permeable polyurethane 

film named Tecoflex®. This film provides additional advantages to the sensor, such 

as operation in dry environments, efficient transport of the element to be measured 

to the sensitive area of the sensor, and prevent leakage or detachment of the 

indicator.  

 

In Chapter 4, the fabrication of an optical fiber sensor based on MMI effects 

is presented and demonstrated for Ethanol identification and employed to the 

quality control of rum and combustibles. The operation of the sensor relies on the 

fact that when the sample is adulterated, the refractive index (RI) of the adulterated 

sample will be different as compared to the original sample. Therefore, considering 

that the MMI sensor exhibits a sensitivity of 258.06 nm/RIU for liquids with RI 

ranging from 1.318 to 1.4203, we can accurately determine if a sample of rum or 

combustible is free of contaminants or adulterated with other liquid. Although the 

sensor cannot determine which kind of liquid is altering the pure sample, it can 

easily detect when the original sample has been adulterated, even with small 

amounts of liquid. The sensor also provides high repeatability and reversibility 

while using a fast and simple fabrication process. 

 

In Chapter 5, the sensitivity optimization of MMI refractometers is studied as 

a function of the Indium Tin Oxide coatings thickness. Recently, MMI structures in 

optical fibers have been used to develop novel refractometers. In addition, high RI 

films coatings have been used as a way to enhance the sensitivity of fibers sensors 

that operate via evanescent field. Therefore, the utilization of ITO coatings in MMI 
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allows us to control the sensitivity by adjusting the ITO coating thickness. More 

specifically, the sensitivity of these devices has been raised from 188.7 

nm/Refractive Index Unit (RIU) for an uncoated MMI sensor to 308.211 nm/RIU 

and 559.81 nm/RIU for devices with ITO coating thicknesses of approximately 18 

nm and 36 nm respectively.  

 

 Chapter 6 provides some final concluding remarks of the results, 

recommendations and future research directions. 
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CHAPTER II. FUNDAMENTALS OF SENSORS 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this chapter we provide an overview of optical fiber sensors. The 

theoretical foundations of single-mode fibers (SMF) and multi-mode fibers (MMF) 

are described, as well as a theoretical description of the evancescent field in MMF. 

The basic concepts behind the self-image formation in multimode interference 

devices (MMI) are also covered. A brief introduction to the study of optical fiber 

sensors is also provided, their classification and their main applications as well as 

their advantages with respect to traditional sensor systems. 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In industry it is common to use electrochemical sensors to detect and 

measure chemical and biological variables for diverse applications such as 

environmental monitoring, detection of pollutants, biomedical analysis and 

processing controls among others. However, these sensors have several 

limitations such as short lifetime, large size, the necessity of high level technical 

knowledge for proper operation, etc. Optical fibers have played a key role in the 

expansion of optical communications in the last four decades because they exhibit 

several intrinsic advantages: immunity to electromagnetic interference, efficient 

data protection, low cost, low losses, faster transmission of information and 

increased bandwidth of the signal [1, 2]. Therefore, a multitude of optical fiber 

sensors have been developed for a wide range of applications during the last 

decades. These sensors can be developed using commercial optical fibers, and 

fibers with structures specifically designed for a specific target. In the following 
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sections we review the basic principles behind the operation of optical fibers. We 

also provide a description of the principle of operation for the evanescent field and 

MMI sensors. Both effects constitute the basis for the sensors developed in the 

following chapters for the detection of toxic substances. 

 

2.2. OPTICAL FIBERS 

 

The optical fiber is a cylindrical dielectric waveguide, highly flexible and 

capable of guiding electromagnetic waves in the range of optical communications 

(175 THZ-375 THZ) [3, 4]. The optical fiber has two regions (concentric cylinders), 

a concentric core inside and the cladding that protects it. The core of the fiber is 

used as the transmission medium, while the cladding serves to contain the signal, 

transmitted through the phenomenon of total internal reflection (TIR). This means 

that the core has a higher refractive index that the cladding [5]. The entire structure 

of an optical fiber is shown in Fig.1. 

 

Figure 1. Basic structure of a typical optical fiber. 

Based on their optical properties, optical fibers can be classified according 

to the material of fabrication, the number of propagation modes and the distribution 

of the refractive index of the core as shown in Table 1 [5-8]. 
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Classification Optical fiber type 

Material of fabrication  Silica fiber 

 Multicomponent glass fiber 

Number of modes of propagation  Single-mode fiber (SMF) 

 Multi-mode fiber (MMF) 

Distribution of the RI of the core  Step-index fiber (SIF) 

 Gradual-index fiber (GIF) 

Table 1. Optical fiber classification 

Considering that light is being guided in silica (fiber core), the use of optical 

fibers in communication systems has several benefits, such as [5-8]: 

 

 Immunity to electromagnetic interference 

 Low crosstalk 

 They are more lightweight than traditional copper wires 

 Low attenuation losses 

 More efficient data protection 

 Faster transmission and higher bandwith than copper 

 High resistance to heat, cold and corrosion 

 Easy to locate cuts through a process based on telemetry 

 

These advantages make the optical fiber as the ideal transmission medium 

required for future communication systems. Nevertheless, it is necessary to 

mention some disadvantages of optical fibers, which are the subject of research 

such as [5-8]: 

 Fragility 

 Use of expensive transmitters and receivers 

 Electricity cannot be transmitted via the optical fiber to power 

intermediate repeaters 
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 The need of Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversions 

 High power transmission is limited 

While optical communications is the predominant application for optical 

fibers, this technology has many other applications, some of them are shown in 

Table 2 [5-8]. 

Aplication Description 

Telephony  Links without repeaters. 

 Intercity links with repeaters. 

 Transoceanic submarine optical cable 

links. 

 Distribution of large capacity 

subscribers of telephone, videophone 

and data transmission. 

TV  Distribution by cable. 

 Camera studio links. 

 Teleconferences. 

 Security systems. 

Computing  Links between computers. 

 Links between computers and 

peripherals. 

 Connection of office supplies. 

 Internal links for computer equipment. 

Process control and instrumentation  Operation in flammable environments. 

 Nuclear controls. 

 Measurement and control 

intrumentation. 

Sensing  Sensing for industrial application. 

 Sensing in concrete structures. 

 Sensing in medical applications. 

 Sensing for identifying toxic 

substances. 

Table 2. Some optical fibers applications. 
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Among the different applications, optical fiber sensors have received a great 

deal of interest due to its advantages for certain niche applications.  

2.3. TYPES OF OPTICAL FIBERS 

 

According to the characteristics of the propagation modes we have three 

possible configurations for commercial optical fibers: step index multi-mode fiber 

(MMF), graded index multi-mode fiber (GI-MMF) and single-mode fiber (SMF) as 

shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Optical fibers configurations. 

In the step index MMF configuration the core is homogeneous between 50 

and 150    with a cladding diameter ranging between 100 y 250   . The 

refractive index of the core and cladding are constant along the optical fiber, and its 

numerical aperture is around 0.3. This kind of optical fiber can support hundreds of 

modes, which correspond to different propagation angles inside the fiber and also 
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to slightly different transit time. This is known as intermodal dispersion or modal 

dispersion [9-12]. Intermodal dispersion will induce temporal broadening when 

optical pulses propagate through the fiber, and this limits the use of step index 

MMF for short distance optical communications. A way to reduce this effect is by 

gradually reducing the core refractive index as we move away from the optical axis 

to the edge of the core. The fibers having this configuration are called graded index 

MMF [9-12]. Since the refractive index is higher along the center and smaller at the 

edges, light traveling at large angles will travel faster than those rays with smaller 

angles moving close to the optical axis. In fact, light rays follow sinusoidal paths 

down the fiber converging periodically at the same point. Graded index MMF 

usually have a core diameter between 20-90    and a numerical aperture of 0.2. 

Although model dispersion can be considerably reduced using a graded index 

MMF, the best solution to the problem of intermodal dispersion is to fabricate a 

small core (less than 10     such that there is only one mode propagating along 

the fiber. These single-mode fibers (SMF) provide the best performance for use in 

Telecommunication [9-12].  

 

2.4. OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS 

 

  In general, optical fiber sensors use electromagnetic radiation as a way to 

interrogate the fiber sensor head. These sensors cover different portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., UV (200 nm to 400 nm), visible region (400 nm to 

780 nm), near-infrared (780 nm to 3000 nm) and the infrared (3000 to 5000 nm) [1-

5]. Optical fiber sensors systems based on fiber optic technology carry a light 

signal that is modulated according to the physical parameter being measured. This 

light is finally recorded using either a photodetector or an optical spectrum 

analyzer. Fig. 3 shows the generic block diagram of an optical fiber sensor system 

[1-5]. 
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Fig. 3. Optical fiber sensor generic block diagram. 

  

The growing interest in optical fiber sensor can be attributed to the 

advantages of optical fibers mentioned before, and have been employed to monitor 

a wide range of parameters as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. -Selective parameters that can be monitored by means of optical fiber sensors. 

 

The use of these techniques among others has created a new generation of 

sensors offering significant opportunities and great potential in several applications. 

Some areas of application are shown in Table 4. 

 

 

Parameter Technique 

Tension [13-15] Raman 

Interferometry (Michaelson and Fabry-Perot) 

Temperature [16,17] Fluorescence  

Bragg gratings 

Flow [18] Doppler  

Pressure [19] Interferometry  

Chemical concentration [20] IR spectroscopy (average, near and 

evanescent wave) 
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Area Aplication 

Large metal buildings and concrete [24] Bridges, dams, sea and air vehicles. 

Electric power industry [25] Monitoring of load power transmission lines, 

measurement of winding temperature and 

current measuring.  

Medical science [26] Temperature and ultrasound. 

Chemical sensing [27] Detection of toxic gases, liquids identifying 

contaminants in products of certified quality. 

Table 4. Optical fiber sensors application areas. 

 

Based on the optical structure, transduction mechanism, and parameter 

being measured, optical fiber sensors can be classified as it is presented in Table 

5. 

Classification Parameter 

Type of modulation Intensity, interferometric, polarimetric, 

spectroscopic. 

Nature transduction Extrinsic, intrinsic. 

Spatial distribution Point, distributed, quasi-distributed 

Measuring parameters Voltage/current, temperature, radiation, 

moisture, chemicals, electromagnetic fields, 

tension, rotation, mechanical. 

Table 5. Optical fiber sensors classification. 

 

Extrinsic optical fiber sensors (Fig. 4) are sensors in which the light guided 

by the optical fiber is modulated by an external device which is perturbed under the 

action of the measured variable of the phenomenon being detected. This type of 

sensor is used in measurements of voltage/current, temperature, radiation, 

biomedical, chemical/gas, electromagnetic fields, power and Telecommunications 

to monitor the status and performance of the optical fibers within a network [1-5]. 
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Fig. 4. General scheme of an optical fiber sensor extrinsic modulation. 

  

In the case of intrinsic sensors (Fig. 5) the optical fiber not only transmits the light 

but also acts as the transducer. In this kind of sensors some of the properties of 

the fiber are modified by the action of the environment, for example, the refractive 

index, the absorption or fluorescence characteristics of the fiber [1-5]. The variation 

of such parameters modifies the transmission of radiation through the optical fiber 

and this is correlated with the physical parameter being measured. 

 

Fig. 5. General scheme of an optical fiber sensor intrinsic modulation. 

 

 A simple way make an optical fiber sensible to the external medium is to 

remove its cladding. Since the cladding has been removed any liquid that makes 
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contact with the fiber will alter the transmission characteristics through the fiber 

and, by measuring the transmitted intensity or the spectrum we can measure the 

refractive index of the liquid. Optical fiber refractive index sensors are a traditional 

method for measuring concentrations of compounds and even determine 

percentages of binary mixtures [5-10]. Intrinsic sensors are mainly used in 

medicine, defense, and aerospace applications, and also to measure temperature, 

pressure, humidity, acceleration and voltage [5-10]. 

 

2.5. OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS BASED ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE 

EVANESCENT FIELD. 

 

 The evanescent field refers to the electromagnetic field present in the 

interface between the core and the cladding of the optical fiber, wherein the thin 

area where TIR takes place in any type of optical fiber [25]. In evanescent field 

sensors based on the interaction with the external environment or with a coating on 

the fiber surface via the evanescent field, the disturbances of the external medium 

might cause a change in the transmitted spectrum or variation in the transmitted 

power [26]. For example, in the case of the ammonia sensor that is presented in 

Chapter 3 of this work, the evanescent field interacts with a section of the fiber 

structure formed by a sensitive material that change its absorption characteristics 

depending on the moisture content or pH value of the environment [27]. Therefore, 

the transmitted intensity will decrease exponentially and this provides information 

of the parameter being measured. On the other hand, changes in the refractive 

index of the external medium introduce variations in the light propagating in the 

fiber core, and this also allow us to measure certain variables [38-32]. In the 

following paragraphs, a theoretical description of the principle of operation of this 

type of sensors is provided [29-36].  
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If we start from the wave equation for the incident at the interface of the 

medium, we have: 

                                                                   ⃗      
  ⃗                                                 (1) 

where  ⃗  is the electric field, and where the Laplacian is given by: 

   
  

   
 

  

   
 

  

   
 

with   as the RI of the propagating medium and    is the wavevector of the incident 

wave in vacumm. If the electric field is parallel to the interface between the media, 

then only have components in the longitudinal axis, so that the vector wave 

equation reduces to a scalar equation: 

                                               
    

    
    

        
                                                                 (2) 

 This equation is exponentially into the less dense solution medium, for the 

case in which      , that is, when the TIR is met: 

          (                  (     √(
  

  
)
 

        ) (     

(3) 

 where    and    are the refractive index of the core and cladding of the 

optical fiber respectively. The second exponential term in equation (3) represents 

an exponential decay of the field in the cladding (external medium) in the direction 

perpendicular to the interface, that is, away from the core fiber. This 

electromagnetic field which penetrates the external medium is the evanescent field, 

as illustrated in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6. An illustration of exponential of evanescent field. 

The penetration length for this electromagnetic field to fall to 
 

 (     
 of its 

value at the interface, which is a function of both the wavelength of the light and 

the angle of incidence, can be mathematically defined by: 

                                                       
 

  √(  
         

 )
   (                                  (4) 

 

where   is the wavelength of the transmitted light,   is the incident angle at the 

core/cladding interface and    and    are the refractive index of the core and 

cladding of the optical fiber respectively. As shown in Eq. (4), the depth of the field 

depends largely on the refractive indices of the media and the light wavelength. 

Penetration depth is a very important parameter that needs to be considered when 

designing evanescent wave-based bio and chemical sensors, to be discussed in detail in 

chapter III. 
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2.6. OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS BASED ON THE MULTIMODAL INTERFERENCE 

(MMI) EFFECTS. 

 

 As shown in Fig. 7, a MMI fiber structure is fabricated by just splicing a 

section of multimode fiber (MMF) between two single mode fibers (SMF).  

 

 

Fig 7.  Schematic of MMI structure. 

 

The basic physical principle of the MMI sensors is that when an optical 

signal is launched into the MMF it excites the supported modes of the MMF, and as 

the modes propagate along the MMF their interference gives rise to an interference 

carpet that is highly dependent with the phase relationship between the modes 

[37]. Due to the MMI effect both transmission and attenuation bands are obtained 

in the transmitted optical spectrum. At certain lengths, where the phase difference 

is a multiple of   , we have the formation of self-images which are an exact replica 

of the input field. Particularly, the transmission bands obtained by the self-imaging 

effect exhibit minimum losses and its central wavelength can be controlled as a 

function of the MMF segment dimensions. Therefore, by carefully selecting the 

length and diameter of the MMF, light coupled trough the input SMF will be imaged 

with small losses to the output SMF [37]. 

In order to determine the reimaging locations inside a MMF, with an input 

field provided from a SMF fusion spliced directly to the MMF (Fig. 7), it is 
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necessary to first determine which modes are excited in the MMF. Using the 

linearly polarized mode approximation, the input field provided from the SMF   
̅̅ ̅(   

can be approximated as a Gaussian beam. 

                                            ̅(     (            ̂                                                 (5) 

where    is the longitudinal propagation constant for the SMF guided mode     . 

The half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) spot size  ̅ of the Gaussian beam can be 

determined empirically based on the radius of the SMF   , and the normalized 

frequency   given by 

                                 ̅  
  

√   
(                                                      (6) 

where       and       are the core and cladding refractive indexes, respectively, 

and the normalized V frequency is defined as 

                                             √     
       

                                                 (7) 

This input field excites a specific number of guided modes inside the MMF. 

By neglecting the radiation modes the field distribution at any point along the MMF 

can be calculated using  

                               
(       ∑ ∑     (       

   
 
                                                   (8) 

where the suffixes   and   are the indices for the guided radial and azimuthal 

components respectively.   and      are the local number of radial and 

azimuthal guided modes respectively. The term     (       represents the 

complex field amplitude of the guided modes.  Solving Maxwell equations inside 

the MMF for linearly polarized modes, this field can be written as follows: 

    (      ={
      (    
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where                   and   are the normalized transverse propagation constant 

inside the core, in the cladding, longitudinal propagation constant for this mode and 

the radius of the MMF, respectively. The normalized transverse wavenumber       

and      are defined as 

      √  
      

      
    and        √    

    
      

                                      (10) 

where       and       are the core and cladding refractive indices,   
  is the 

wavenumber in free space and the subindices   and   correspond to the radial 

and azimuthal components. A direct relation between field excitation coefficients 

     and      is also obtained by applying the continuity of the tangential field 

components as the core cladding interference, and given as 

                                                   =
  (    )

  (     
                                                                              (11) 

The Eq. (9) can be incorporated into Eq. (8) to represent the radial and 

azimuthal modes within the MMF. At      the left hand side of Eq. (8) should 

equal the input field,   (  , as shown in Fig. 8. In other words, at this position the 

input field is projected onto an orthogonal set of the transverse field components of 

the guided and leaky modes inside the MMF with different weights. These weights 

are referred to as the mode excitation coefficients of these modes. Here, we will 

neglect the influence of the leaky modes inside the MMF, and hence in Eq. (8) the 

constant      is the field excitation coefficient of the       mode. Since the input 

field defined by   (   does not include any azimuthal components, the field 

distribution inside the MMF should be radially symmetric. Therefore, the excitation 

coefficient vanishes for values of   greater than 0. This constraint simplifies the 

field representation within the MMF into a sum of radial modes as follows 

  (    ={
∑       (    
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For simplicity we will omit the suffix for the azimuthal modes and write the 

excitation coefficients, the normalized traverse propagation constant and the 

longitudinal propagation constant as           and    respectively.  Because of the 

circular symmetry of the input field and assuming perfect alignment of the central 

axes of the cores between the SMF and MMF, only      modes can be excited. It 

is important to note that a reduction in the number of modes is an advantage as it 

reduces the computational complexity and computational time.  

Now the input field right at the MMF input can be written as: 

  (     ∑     (    
   
                                                        (13) 

where    is the excitation coefficient for each mode, and this coefficient can be 

calculated by an overlap integral between   (   and   (   given by: 

                                                 
∫   (      (      
 
 

∫   (      (      
 
 

                                                        (14) 

      As the light propagates in the MMF section, the field at a propagation 

distance z can be calculated by 

                                              (     ∑     (    
   
     (                                             (15) 

 

where     is the propagation constant of each eigenmode of the MMF. The 

propagation constant can be calculated from the eigenvalues of the MMF. The 

analytical formulation for the location of the self-images is developed using the fact 

the power coupling efficiency is maximum for a specific mode number. Under the 

asymptotic formulation and using the suggestion for the coupling efficiency shown 

in [41-47], the difference in the longitudinal propagation constants between two 

radials modes,    and   , can be expressed as follows. 

                                          (         
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where     and     are provided by  

      √  
      

      
    and        √    

    
      

                                      (17) 

where       and       are the core and cladding refractive indices, and the 

subindices   and   correspond to the radial and azimuthal components. The 

normalized transverse propagation constant    can also write as:  

                                                                (   
 

 
)

 

 
                                                (18) 

In order to form a self-imaging the modes inside the MMF have to interfere 

constructively along the axial plane. For the modes within the MMF to interfere 

constructively on the axial plane the phase difference between the modes should 

be an integer multiple of   . We can then take the most dominant radial mode and 

the adjacent mode for any numerical estimation. Combining Eq. (17) and (18), and 

also considering the two modes    and     , the phase difference between these 

two modes can thus be expressed as in the following equation. 

(  
       

)   (
   
    

   
 

          
)   (

  (      

          
)                                     (19) 

At the following longitudinal location inside the MMF along the optical axis, 

  , the phase difference becomes an integer multiple of    when, 

   
         

 (     )
                                                                                  (20) 

                                                           
         

 (     )
                                                       (21) 

where    corresponds to the location where the phase difference between the two 

modes equals   . The explicit self-imaging position where the input field is 

reproduced is derived from the representation of the given in Eq. 8. Looking at the 

complex field vector contained in this formulation, the phase term can be 
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manipulated by factoring out the phase term characteristic of the radial mode that 

has a maximum coupling associated to it,  
         By doing so, the self-imaging 

distance can be determined by looking at the resulting phase difference term, 

(      )   The self-imaging is defined as the distance,              , that 

corresponds to a phase difference between these two guided radial modes being 

an integer multiple of   . Therefore, under the asymptotic assumption for the 

lateral propagation constants, the self-imaging distance can be calculated by 

formulating and expression for the phase difference between the     and    modes 

as done in Eq. (21). 

(      
)   

  [ (     
 ) (    )]

         
                                                         (22) 

Thus, the distance that the two modes must propagate to satisfy the self-

imaging conditions can be expressed as 

                                                                 
         

 
                                           (23) 

    If we substitute in Eq. (23) the value of the wavevector       , and 

express the radius   in terms of the diameter  , we obtain the following equation 

for the self-imaging position, 

                                                                    
       

 

 
                                     (24) 

where       and   corresponds respectively to the effective refractive index and 

diameter of the fundamental mode of the MMF, and   is the free space 

wavelength.  

The process behind the formation of such self-images can be more easily 

observed by using a commercially available beam propagation software package 

(BeamPROP from RSoft) as shown in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8, we are interested 

in every fourth self-image since they have minimum losses as compared to other 
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images. We can also notice the periodicity of the self-imaging process, but other 

self-images exhibit higher losses. 

 

Fig. 8.  Intensity distribution of the light inside the MMF (top), and normalized power along the 

optical axis of the MMF (down). 

         The self-images with higher losses are correlated with bigger phase errors 

between the propagating modes as compared to the required phase difference of 

   to reproduce the input field, and thus the intensity of the self-image is reduced. 

After the MMF is cleaved at the length dictated by equation (24), light with 

wavelength   will be transmitted with minimum loss through the MMI structure. 

However, when the devices are detuned from this design wavelength, the image 

will be formed either before or after the facet of the output SMF and the transmitted 

intensity will have higher losses. Therefore, the response of the MMI sensor under 

a wide spectrum source will be similar to a band-pass filter as shown in Fig. 9. 
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Figure 9.- MMI spectral response in air. 

According to equation (24), by modifying the effective RI and the diameter of 

the MMF the MMI peak wavelength can be spectrally shifted 
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CHAPTER III. OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS FOR 

THE DETECTION OF AMMONIA GAS 
 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 In this chapter, it is described the fabrication of two different optical fiber 

sensors for the detection of ammonia gas at low level concentrations. These 

sensors have been obtained by means of the utilization of colourimetric pH 

indicators, Bromocresol Green (BCG) and Universal indicator, attached to the 

multimode optical fiber core. These colourimetric pH indicators are, each one, 

immersed into a hydrophobic and gas permeable polyurethane film named 

Tecoflex®  that acts as a ttraping matrix. Highly reproducible and reversible fiber 

optical sensors have been obtained employing a simple and quick dip-coating 

fabrication process. The sensors based on BCG pH indicator exhibit a wide 

spectral response (500 nm-750 nm) while showing recovery times of less than 15 

s. Sensors based on universal pH indicator exhibit also a high sensitivity (10ppm) 

to ammonia over a broad wavelength range  providing a differential response, with 

a valley around 500 nm and a peak around 650 nm, which allows to perform 

ratiometric measurements. The ratiometric measurements provide not only an 

enhanced signal, but can also help to eliminate any external disturbance due to 

humidity or temperature fluctuations. On the other hand, the hydrophobicity of the 

Tecoflex® film provides additional advantages, such as-operation even in extremely 

dry environments, efficient transport and leakage or detachment of the pH indicator 

prevention. The combination of the colourimetric pH indicators (BCG and 

Universal) with Tecoflex® provides reliable and robust optical fiber ammonia gas 

sensors suitable to be used in real applications. 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Ammonia is a coluorless gas produced by humans and by nature, is readily 

biodegradable and has a characteristic penetrating odour. This chemical substance 

is used in smelling salts, many household and industrial cleaners; for the 

manufacture of fertilizers for agricultural crops, lawns and plants; is a highly 

corrosive substance and the main effects of exposure occur in the skin, eyes, 

mouth, respiratory and digestive systems; found in at least 137 of the 1,647 sites 

on the National Priorities List identified by the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) [1, 2]. Due to its potential hazard to human beings, even at small 

concentrations, real time evironmental monitoring of ammonia is a crital issue in 

closed environments. Optical fibers sensors (OFS) are an attractive option due to 

their inherent characteristics above mentioned in Chapter 2 [3, 4]. The key concept 

for employing OFS to detect ammonia is to take advantage of the basicity of 

ammonia. Therefore, by emploting either a colourimetric pH indicator which 

undergoes a suitable fluorescence or colour change when exposed to ammonium 

ions [5-21], ammonia gas can be measured by tracking absorption changes.   

 

3.2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

 

3.2.1. Therorically description 

 

Based on the Lambert-Beer law, it is possible to obtain an approximation of 

the absorbed power by the sensitive pH coating [22]. Starting therefore: 

 

         (       

    (1) 
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where    is the power at the end of the absorber section,    is the power before the 

absorption section,    is the concentration of the absorbing sustance,   is the molar 

absorption coefficient,   is the coefficient depending on the geometry of the 

medium and   is the length of the optical fiber exposed to the absorbent material. 

Absorbance can be expressed as: 

 

       (
  

    
)       

(2) 

 

Eq. 2 shows that the absorbance is linearly dependent on the concentration 

 . As our evanescent field sensor is concerned, the pH sensitive  solution is 

linearly related to the concentration of ammonia gas, since the optical fiber sensor 

is an indirect sensor of ammonia gas, which measures the concentration of gas 

through of a pH change in the environment in which a pH indicator is.deposited on 

the fiber core. The coefficient   of Eq. 2. can be calculated from the evanescent 

absorption coefficient  , for each of the angles of incidence of the modes travelling 

along the fiber    

 

    
                 

                  √              

 

(3) 

 

       [    (
  

     
)] 

(4) 

where       is the refractive index of the core,       is the refractive index of the pH 

sensitive coating,       is the critical angle of incidence of the waveguide formed by 

the core and coating and    is the effective diameter of the core of the optical fiber. 

The last two parameters are defined as: 
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where   is the radius of the core of the optical fiber and    is the evanescent field 

penetration defined above in Eq. (4) in Chapter II. To obtain  , only the power 

needed for each mode, namely: 

  (    
      

      
 

(7) 
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(8) 

 

where         {         [   
  (

     

     
)]} is the critical angle of the optical fiber.  

  

 The ammonia sensor studied in this chapter is develop from a pH sensor, 

thus, when inserting the sensor into solutions of different pH, the indicator changes 

its colour depending on the pH of the medium and the light guided by the optical 

fiber undergoes a change in the spectrum, as result from the induced absorption by 

colour change of the pH indicator. Detection of ammonia gas is based on a 

reversible reaction involving the deprotonation of the pH indicator (Bromocresol 

green and universal indicator) in the presence of ammonia. The first step is the 
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reaction of gaseous ammonia with water vapor to give ammonium hydroxide [22, 

23]: 

 

   (       
 
↔    

     

(9) 

 

 The second step is the deprotonization of the indicator due to ammonium 

hydroxide, to give a modified form of the indicator and water, which causes the 

change in the indicator, that is: 

 

   
                  

 
↔    

                

(10) 

 

 Finally, the reverse reaction resulting in the initial form of the indicator and 

gas ammonia, from the indicator to its original colour is produced, that is: 

 

   
                  

 
↔    

                

(11) 

 

 These reactions cause a reversible colour change when the sensor is 

exposed to gaseous ammonia. 

 

3.2.2. Tecoflex® membranes 

 

 Different materials, ranging from sol-gel glasses to polymers, have been 

used as a trapping matrix in order to attach the pH dependent material to the 

optical fiber. The immobilization of the indicator by means of a traditional sol-gel 

technique [24-27] requires a cycle of several hours for the deposition of the 

sensitive films on the substrates. The electrostatic self-assembly method has been 
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an efficient method to keep sensitive reagent immobilized in the fiber optic [28, 29], 

however, this method may result in the indicator film deterioration or wear, 

shortening its working life. The PVC [30] polymer is the most commonly used in the 

manufacture of optical fiber sensors. Nevertheless, this polymer has certain 

limitation  as it can be for example the short lifetime caused for pollution with 

biological components. Moreover, another problem which often have these 

polymers is that they typically require admixture with plasticizers to be used in the 

manufacture of sensors. In recent years some types of polyurethanes are attracting 

the attention of researchers because they possess interesting properties for their 

use in the fabrication of optical fiber sensors: they are highly transparent and highly 

adherent, have a greater life span than other polymers such as PVC, are 

chemically stable and have good electrochemical properties, better than those of 

PVC, are low cost and can be prepared easily for their use in sensors without 

incorporating plasticizers. Here, we propose the use of commercial aliphatic 

thermoplastic polyurethane hydrophobic gas permeable membrane called 

Tecoflex® purchased from Thermedics [31] as reagent immobilizing matrix 

providing satisfying sensing results in aqueous or even extremely dry environments 

[32, 33]. These films are gas permeable and hydrophobic which means that is not 

necessary to soak the sensors in water, which allows the operation in drier 

environments as well as enhance the lifetime of the sensor by preventing the 

leaking of the indicator. 

 

  As it occurs with most of the gas sensors based on pH indicators, it is 

required an indicator, which is sensitive to ammonia gas without the need for water 

in the environment of the indicator. This is because the indicator directly reacts with 

the gas, without the occurrence of a change of pH in the environment where the 

indicator is embedded. Therefore, the characteristics of the chosen indicators are 

very important, since their interaction with the matrix Tecoflex® determine if the 

indicator is in an appropiate state of protonation to react with ammonia. 
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3.2.3. Bromocresol green (BCG) pH indicator 

 

BCG pH indicator is a compound of the family of the triphenylmethanes, 

used in various laboratory activities as a tracking dye for DNA agarose gel 

electrophoresis, in protein determinations and in charge-transfer complexation 

processes among others [34-37]. The BCG pH indicator employed [38] to develop 

the optical fiber sensor described in this work is anionic and hydrophilic, and has 

been used in other studies as an indicator for the measurement of ammonia [39]. 

 

3.2.4. pH Universal Indicator 

 

 The universal pH indicator [40] is made of a mixture of the indicators Methyl 

Red, Methyl Yellow, Bromothymol Blue, Thymol Blue and Phenolphthale in an 

ethanolic solution, allowing the indicator to exhibit a wide wavelength operating 

range. Thus, when the sensor proposed in this Chapter is exposed to ammonia we 

obtain absorption changes with opposite responses at different wavelengths. This 

means that the absorption spectrum exhibits a peak and a valley with opposite 

behaviour, as the ammonia concentration is increased. Such behavior is ideal to 

perform ratiometric measurements that not only enhance the sensor response, but 

allow us to make the sensor immune to external disturbances such as humidity and 

temperature [41]. 

 

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

3.3.1. pH Sensitive solutions 

 

3.3.1.1. BCG pH indicator sensitive solution 
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The pH sensitive solution was elaborated from a 120 ml ethanol solution 

containing 120mg of BCG pH indicator provided by Sigma-Aldrich [39] and 4.32 g 

of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) Tecoflex® provided by the company 

Thermedics. The sensitive solution was stirred for 3 h at 100 °C in a sealed 

container until it got a homogenous appearance before starting the coating 

process. 

 

3.3.1.2. Universal pH indicator sensitive solution 

 The universal pH indicator is provided by the company PANREAC, and is 

made of a mixture of various indicators such as methyl red (40 mg), p-

dimethylaminoazobenzene (60 mg), bromothymol blue (80 mg), thymol blue (100 

mg) and phenolphthalein (20 mg) [40]. The pH sensitive solution was prepared by 

mixing 120 ml of ethanol, 120 ml of pH universal indicator, and 4.32 g of 

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), Tecoflex® .The sensitive film solution was 

stirred for 80 min at 100° C in a sealed container before starting the coating 

process. 

   

3.2.2. Sensor head fabrication 

 The sensor was fabricated using FT-200-EMT from Thorlabs Inc. (Newton, 

NJ, USA), which is a multimode fiber (MMF) with core and cladding diameters of 

200 and 225 µm respectively. The advantage of this MMF is that the cladding is 

made of polymer which facilitates its removal in a specific section of the MMF. The 

sensor head (Fig. 1) is fabricated by removing the outer protective plastic jacket of 

the fiber. First, the MMF was cleaved and the end facet is silver coated using a 

sputtering system (K675XD Quorum Technologies Ltd.),  (Sacramento, CA, USA).  
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Fig.1. Schematic representation of the sensor head. 

 

After this, a segment of 1.5 cm of the MMF cladding was carefully removed 

and cleaned with acetone to remove any remaining polymer waste. This section is 

located 2 cm away from the tip of the MMF. Finally, the un-cladded region was 

coated with the pH sensitive solution using a standard dip-coating technique and 

fully automated deposition system from Nadetech, Inc ® (Pamplona, Spain). The 

fiber was inserted and pulled out of the solution at a rate of 150 mm/min while the 

temperature was maintained at 100° C during the whole process. The coated MMF 

sensor head was kept at room temperature during 20 min, and then placed into an 

oven for thermally curing at 85° C for 15 min. The sensing head was always kept at 

room temperature for a day before any measurement. The reflection configuration 

setup (Fig.2) with the silver coated end facet reduces the size of the sensor and 

improves the performance of the sensor because the incident light passes twice 

through the sensitive region.  
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for testing the ammonia sensor. 

 

3.3.3. Experimental setup 

 

 The sensor heads were characterized using the experimental setup shown 

in Fig. 2. The optical source is a DH-2000-S tungsten halogen light source 

(Spectral Products, Puntnam, CT, USA), with an emission spectrum covering a 

wavelength range of 215 - 2,000 nm. The optical source is connected to a 

bifurcated assembly, UV-200-2 from Ocean Optics®. The response of the sensors 

was characterized using a sealed chamber of 300 mL in order to create a 

controlled gaseous ammonia environment. We used aqueous solution of ammonia 

(1 mo/L density od 0.73 g/L) to obtain concentrations of 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 

ppm into the chamber as it is shown in Fig. 2. These concentrations were used to 

evaluate the performance of the sensor within the permissible levels described 

before. The sensing head was inserted in the chamber without any contact with the 

aqueous solution of ammonia. 
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3.4. Experimental results 

 

3.4.1. BCG pH indicator sensor characterization 

 

In order to obtain the sensor response in the presence of different ammonia 

concentrations and the recovery time when ammonia is removed, the sensor was 

operated in several consecutive cycles at different concentrations of ammonia gas. 

First, a background reference was recorded when the sensor was exposed to air 

without ammonia gas. The ammonia concentration was modified from 0 to 100 

ppm and the sensor was exposed to ammonia vapor during 20 min in each case. 

The BCG pH indicator has initially a green colour that changes to blue colour after 

the exposure to ammonia gas. As it has been mentioned before, ammonia acts as 

an acceptor of protons from the BCG pH indicator and increases the pH. The 

spectral response of the sensor is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Spectral response of the sensor based on BCG pH indicator subjected to different ammonia 

gas concentrations and air. 
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It is possible to see a single absorption peak around 640 nm, caused by the 

bluish colour that the pH sensitive film acquires under ammonia gas environment. 

It is important to say that this colour change is observed even by eye inspection.  

The spectral response from Fig. 3 is then integrated within the spectral range of 

500 - 750 nm as a function of time. The dynamic response of the device at the four 

different ammonia concentrations is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig.4. Dynamic response of the optical fiber sensor based on BCG pH indicator submitted to 

different ammonia gas concentrations. 

 

We can observe that the absorption changes due to the presence of 

ammonia gas are reversible and the response returns to the original point in 

absence of ammonia in all cases. As shown in Fig. 4, the sensor exhibits a 

response time of 4 min for the measured value to rise at 90% of the maximum 

achievable value for each measured concentration. In contrast, the fall time in all 
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cases is quite fast with a maximum average duration of 15 s. Fig. 5 shows the 

curve obtained from this test, which shows a non-linear response of the device with 

the ammonia gas concentration. The maximum absorbance signal as a function of 

ammonia concentration is shown in Fig.5. Although the response is not linear, 

which is typical in this type of sensors, the response exhibits an R2 value of 0.9964. 

 

Fig. 5. Average response curve of the sensor based on BCG pH indicator for different 

concentrations of ammonia. 

 

In order to test the repeatability and reversibility the sensor was exposed to 

three consecutive cycles of 20 min in the presence of 25 ppm of ammonia gas and 

10 min in air; the results are plotted in Fig. 6, where it is easy to infer the highly 

repetitive and reversible optical fiber sensors response.  
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Fig.6. Dynamic response of the sensor based on BCG pH indicator when it is submitted to 25 ppm 

and air alternatively. 

 

Since the maximum absorbance change occurs below 10ppm we believe 

that the sensor could be capable of detecting smaller ammonia concentrations, but 

this was not possible due to the sealed chamber conditions.  

 

3.4.2. Universal pH indicator sensor characterization 

 The sensor was first characterized to determine its spectral response under 

the presence of 100 ppm ammonia. Prior to filling the chamber with ammonia, a 

background reference is recorded by taking the response of the sensor when 

exposed to air. This background is removed from any further measurement in order 

to observe the spectral changes resulting only from changes in the chamber 

atmosphere. As a result, a flat response should be obtained when the sensor is 
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again exposed to air, which confirms that the sensor performance has not been 

degraded. This is shown by the black line in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Spectral response of the sensor based on Universal pH indicator subjected to air and 100 

ppm of ammonia. 

 

 The spectral response of the sensor in the presence of 100 ppm of 

ammonia, after an exposure time of 20 min, is shown by the green line in Fig. 7. It 

is possible to observe two suitable measurement wavelength ranges in Fig. 7, 

where the sensor exhibits maximum absorption changes. A valley is formed around 

500 nm as a result of the absorbance reduction, while a peak is formed around 650 

nm as a result of the absorbance increase. Such differential response of the sensor 

is very convenient because, as it has been described earlier and will be shown in 

the next paragraphs, it enables perform ratiometric measurements as well as 

remove external disturbances not related to ammonia. The majority of the sensitive 
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films and dyes are susceptible to variations in temperature and humidity, which can 

interfere with the detected signal. 

 

The feasibility of eliminating fluctuations in the sensor response due to 

external disturbances is better observed by exposing the sensor to different values 

of temperature and humidty. As shown in Fig. 8, when the temperature and 

humidity are modified, tha absorbance is increased around the wavelengths of 500 

nm and 600 nm. In this case, the background was taken at a temperature of 21°C 

and humidity of 44%. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Spectral response of the sensor based on Universal pH indicator for different values of 

temperature and humidity. 
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 Since the sensor exhibits opposite response around the wavelength range 

of 500 nm when ammonia is detected, as compared to temperature and humidity 

changes, thus by taking the difference between the signals around 500 nm and 

600 nm (ratiometric signal) we can eliminate such disturbances due to temperature 

and humidity while detecting the presence of ammonia. Although not critical under 

normal operation conditions, temperature and partial pressure, commonly 

associated to gas adsorption, should be also taking into account because they will 

also play an import role in the sensitivity of the device. In order to evaluate both, 

the sensor response in the presence of different ammonia concentrations and the 

recovery time when ammonia is removed, the sensor was operated in several 

consecutive cycles within the absence and presence of ammonia. The ammonia 

concentration was modified from 0 to 100 ppm and the sensor was exposed to 

ammonia vapor during 20 min in each  case. A recovery time in the absence of 

ammonia (air atmosphere) of 10 min was also allowed between each ammonia 

concentration. The spectral response of the sensor under the different ammonia 

concentrations is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Spectral response of the optical fiber sensor based on Universal pH indicator subjected to 

different ammonia concentrations where ratio is the difference between both signals. 

 

 It can be observed that the spectral response is modified in a similar way for 

all concentrations, and only the absorption is decreased/increased around the 

wavelengths of 500/650 nm as the ammonia concentration is increased. The 

absorbance variation as function  of the pH/ammonia concentrations can be 

attributed to the utilization of different pH dyes that undergo colour changes at 

different pH/ammonia concentration values. The spectral response from Fig. 9 is 

then integrated within the spectral ranges of 450 – 550 nm and 600 – 700 nm and 

the difference between both signals is taken to obtain a ratiometric signal (ratio). 

The dynamic response of the three signals is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. Dynamic response of the optical fiber sensor based on Universal pH indicator subject to 

different ammonia concentrations where ratio is the difference between both signals. 

 

As explained before, we can observe that the integrated signals also show 

opposite response, and the ratio of the signals provide an enhanced and robust 

response with a good dynamic range. We can also observe that the absorption 

changes due to the presence of ammonia are fully reversible and the signal returns 

to its original value after the ammonia is removed. As shown in Figure 10, the 

sensor exhibits a response time of five min for the measured value to rise at 80% 

of the maximum achievable value for each measured concentration. The fall time in 

all cases is quite fast with an average duration of 18 s. 
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In addition to an enhanced response, the ratiometric signal also allows us to 

discriminate signal fluctuations due to external factors. It is well known that pH 

indicators are sensitive to humidity and temperature, and this should also occur in 

our pH universal indicator. The sensor response to humidity and temperature was 

evaluated using a climatic chamber model Challenge 250 from Angelantoni 

Industry (Angelantoni Induestie, Massa Martana, Italy). As shown in Figure 11, the 

sensor was exposed to variations from 10% to 85% relative humidity (RH) and a 

temperature increment from 10°C to 30°C which falls outside the humidity 

changes. The optical absorbance as a function of the time was measured at the 

selected wavelengths ranges and the result are also shown in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 11. Integrated signals as a function of time during humidity and temperature variations. 

We can observe that the sensor response is slow and the absorbance is 

reduced as the humidity is increased. In the case of the temperature increment we 

notice an instantaneous reduction of the absorbance, which slowly recovers the 
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absorbance value at the beginning of the temperature increment. However, the 

most important result is that both integrated signals change not only in the same 

direction but also with similar proportion. Therefore, when we take the ratiometric 

measurement we obtain a correction factor that can be applied to the sensor 

response and eliminate the contributions due to humidity and temperature. As 

shown in Fig. 12, when the correction factor is not applied the ratiometric signal 

exhibits small variations as a result from humidity and temperature changes. 

Nevertheless, a flat response is obtained when the correction factor is taken into 

account. Since both integrated signals move to opposite directions in the presence 

of ammonia, the corrected ratiometric signal should be exhibit a clear step during 

the exposure to ammonia. 

 

Fig.12. Ratiometric signal with and without correction factor. 
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The maximum ratiometric signal as a function of ammonia concentration is 

shown in Fig. 13. Although the response is not linear, which is typical in this type of 

sensors, the response exhibits an R2 value of 0.9963.  

 

Fig. 13.  Maximum ratiometric signal as a function of ammonia concentration. 

 

The repeatability of the sensor was also evaluated by subjecting the sensor 

to consecutive cycles of 20 min in the presence of 25 ppm of ammonia and 15 min 

in air. As it is shown in Fig. 14, the signal reaches the same maximum value every 

time that the sensor is exposed to the 25 ppm of ammonia. 
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Fig. 14. Dynamic response of the sensor based on Universal pH indicator when submitted to 

consecutive cycles at 25 ppm of ammonia.  

 

 We can also notice that the fast recovery is preserved after different 

ammonia measurements. The results demonstrate a highly repetitive behavior of 

the sensor which is convenient for long term of operation. We should also highlight 

that the minimum ammonia concentrations of 10 ppm detected by the sensor is 

well below the recommended detection limit of 25 ppm. Based on the experimental 

dynamic range we believe the sensor should be capable od detecting smaller 

ammonia concentrations. Finally, considering the sensor configuration, we have in 

general three paramters that could be modified in order to improve sensitivity: film 

thickness, interaction length and MMF diameter. Ideally the film thickness could be 

increased in order to enhance the sensitivity, as long as the optical field interacts 

with the film. However the sensor response becomes slower since the gas has to 

penetrate a thicker film. Therefore, a thinner film with a longer interaction length is 
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preferred in this case. We could also reduce the diameter of the MMF in order to 

allow stronger interactions of the optical mode with the film. Such improvements 

should also increase the limit of detection of the sensor and will be the subject of 

future work. 

 

3.5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We have fabricated sensitive optical fiber gas ammonia sensors using a 

BCG pH indicator and a mixture of pH indicators in a universal indicator. These 

sensors present a fast response time to different ammonia gas concentration and a 

fast recovery time. The indicators were also embedded in a Tecoflex® film that 

enables a more efficient operation of the sensor under different humidity 

conditions. The advantages of these sensors consist of a straightforward 

fabrication as well as good reproducibility and reversibility with ammonia exposure 

limits. The main difference between the pH BCG indicator and the pH Universal 

indicator is the spectral response to the presence of ammonia gas; that is, while 

the pH Universal indicator shows a valley around 500 nm as result of the 

absorbance reduction, while a peak is formed around 650 nm as result of the 

absorbance increase; the pH BCG indicator shows only a single absorption peak 

around 640 nm. The broadwavelength response of the pH Universal indicator 

provides a differential response that allows us to obtain ratiometric measurements 

of ammonia concentrations. The ratiometric measurements provide not only an 

enhanced output signal, but they also eliminate any external disturbances due to 

humidity or temperature fluctuations. Based on the experimental dynamic range we 

believe that the sensor could be capable of detecting smaller ammonia 

concentrations. We can also mention that the combination of the colourimetric pH 

indicators and Tecoflex® films as immobilizing matrix results in highly sensitive and 

robust ammonia gas fiber optic sensing devices. The sensors response could be 
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easily optimized attending to three parameters: film thickness, interaction length, 

and MMF diameter. 
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CHAPTER IV. FIBER OPTIC SENSOR APPLIED 

IN ETHANOL INDUSTRY 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this chapter, we propose and demonstrate the fabrication of an optical 

fiber sensor based on multimode interference effects (MMI) with applications in two 

of the most important areas in ethanol industry: alcoholic beverages (Rum) and 

combustibles (Gasohol).  The operation of the MMI rum sensor relies on the fact 

that when rum is adulterated, which can be done either with ethanol or ethylene 

glycol, the refractive index (RI) of the adulterated rum will be different as compared 

to the original rum. Since the white rum (Bacardi®) has a RI close to 1.345 and the 

highest RI of the contaminant is 1.412 (ethylene glycol), the RI of the adulterated 

rum will increase as the volume of the contaminant is increased. Therefore, 

considering that the MMI sensor exhibits a sensitivity of 258.06 nm /RIU for liquids 

with RI ranging from 1.318 to 1.4203, we can accurately determine if a rum sample 

is free of contaminants or adulterated with other liquid, which is typically performed 

using ethanol or toxic elements like ethylene glycol. Although the sensor cannot 

determine which kind of liquid is altering the rum, it can easily detect when the 

original rum has been adulterated, even with small amounts of liquid. The sensor 

also provides high repeatability and reversibility while using a fast and simple 

fabrication process. The operational principle of the MMI gasohol sensor relies on 

the fact that the addition of ethanol to the gasohol blend reduces the refractive 

index (RI) of the gasoline. Since MMI sensors are capable of detecting small RI 

changes, the ethanol content of the gasohol blend is easily determined by tracking 

the MMI peak wavelength response. Gasohol blends with ethanol content from 0% 

to 50% have been clearly identified using these devices obtaining a linear 

response with a maximum sensitivity of 0.270 nm/%ETOH. The sensor can also 
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distinguish when water incorporated in the blend has exceeded the maximum 

volume tolerated by the gasohol blend, which is responsible for phase separation 

of the ethanol and gasoline and could cause serious engine failures. Since the MMI 

gasohol sensor is straightforward to fabricate and does not require any special 

coating it is a cost effective solution for real time and in-situ monitoring the quality 

of gasohol blends. 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Ethanol comes from corn and sugar cane as well as from cellulosic biomass, 

trees and grasses. At room temperature and pressure is a colorless volatile liquid; 

widely used in the elaboration of alcoholic beverages and in the pharmaceutical 

sector, as an active ingredient of some medicines and cosmetics; also employed 

as industrial and domestic fuel; as a good solvent, and can be also used as 

antifreeze [1, 2]. Ethanol industry provided a significant contribution to the 

economy of United States in 2005 adding $17,700 billion of dollars; make 

expenditures by approximately $5, billion in inputs (mainly corn) and $2,400 million 

to expand production capacity, that is, expansion and construction of new 

refineries [3].  

In this chapter, the design and development of a fiber optic sensor based on 

MMI effects for monitoring the quality of two products based on Ethanol are 

presented: Rum as alcoholic beverage and Gasohol blends based on ethanol and 

ordinary gasoline. 

4.1.1. Ethanol for the preparation of rum alcoholic beverage 

Depending on the type of alcoholic beverage, ethanol appears accompanied by 

various chemicals that give it color, taste, and smell, among other features. A 

standard practice in most countries, which is required by law, is to specify how 
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much ethanol is contained in an alcoholic beverage. This is typically done by 

displacing on the bottle label the percentage of alcohol by volume. The key 

objective of such regulations is to maintain the quality of the beverage, but mainly 

to prevent harm to human beings due to alcohol intoxication. Meanwhile, ethylene 

glycol (EG) is used in the adulteration of alcoholic beverages as a solvent and 

antifreeze, and the toxicity is due to the accumulation of metabolites [4, 5]. 

 

Among the variety of commercial alcoholic beverages, rum is the most 

consumed worldwide [6], which makes it an easy target for adulteration. As a 

result, instruments that could accurately detect contaminants in alcoholic 

beverages are highly desirable. In optical fiber sensors area, some approaches 

have been investigated using optofluidic Bragg fiber array [7], plastic optical fibers 

[8], optical fiber sensors arrays [9] has been reported. Additionally, other works 

incorporate thin films around the fiber [10] and quantum dots [11] attached to the 

optical fiber. However, the main inconvenient in these systems is the need for 

special preparation of the fiber or the deposition of a sensitive material. A fiber 

sensor that can be suited for the detection of adulterated alcoholic beverages is the 

one based on multimode interference (MMI) effects. MMI devices can be very 

sensitive to RI changes of liquids [12-14] and, since this is a parameter that is 

modified when ethanol and EG is added to an alcoholic beverage, they are well 

suited for this work. In this chapter, is demonstrate the application of a MMI fiber 

sensor as a tool to monitor the adulteration of rum with another liquid, which is 

typically performed using either ethanol or ethylene glycol. Although the sensor 

cannot determine which kind of liquid is altering the rum, it can easily detect when 

the original rum has been adulterated, even with small amounts of liquid. The 

sensor can be operated by following either spectral shifts or intensity changes as 

long as external intensity fluctuations are removed from the experimental setup. 

The advantages of the sensor are that its fabrication is straightforward, and 
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exhibits great reproducibility and reversibility, with no significant interference 

against temperature or humidity. 

4.1.2. Ethanol for the preparation of gasohol combustible 

As a consequence of the growing demand of petroleum and green combustible, 

some alternatives have been proposed as renewable fuel sources. In this sense, 

methanol and ethanol are also used as fuel, especially when mixed with gasoline. 

However, methanol has received less attention than ethanol because it is highly 

toxic, extremely volatile and therefore would increase the risk of fire or explosion 

[15]. Ethanol has become a very popular choice as fuel (E100) in markets such as 

Brazil, USA, Sweden, Thailand and others, with the advantage that combustion is 

less polluting and highly oxygenated. The resulting fuel mixture of ethanol and 

gasoline is called gasohol [16, 17]. Two common blends are E10 and E85, with 

ethanol content of 10% and 85%, respectively. Since alcohol has corrosive 

properties, special adaptations to conventional engine vehicles that employ 

ordinary gasoline are required; otherwise the engine is at risk of degradation in 

some component materials as well in the fuel system [18]. Since ethanol has lower 

price (about 60%) than gasoline, a common malpractice is to increase ethanol 

concentration in the mixture that is sold to car owners. Therefore, the gasohol 

blend and their water content should be monitored not only when the blend is 

distributed, but also in real time when gasohol is being used. Optical fibers sensors 

are an attractive option due to their inherent characteristics mentioned above in 

last chapters. Some approaches have been investigated using Long Period 

Gratings [19], Fiber Brag Gratings [20] and incorporating sensitive polymer around 

the fiber [21-25]. However, the main inconvenient in these systems is the need for 

a special preparation of the fiber or the deposition of a sensitive material. A fiber 

sensor that can be suited for the detection and identification is the one based on 

multimode interference effects (MMI). In this Chapter, is demonstrate efficient 

quality control of a variety of gasohol blends using MMI fiber sensors. As we 
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previously explained a particular gasohol blend is defined by the volume 

concentration of ethanol incorporated into the blend. Considering that ethanol has 

a smaller refractive index than gasoline, we expect that gasohol blends with higher 

ethanol content will exhibit a smaller RI than gasoline. Since MMI sensors are 

capable of detecting small RI changes, accurate control of gasohol blends is 

realized in a simple way. Additionally the sensor is capable of detecting when 

water incorporated in the blend has exceeded the maximum volume tolerated by 

the gasohol blend, which is responsible for phase separation of the ethanol and 

gasoline. We should highlight that since the sensor does not require any particular 

coating its fabrication is rather simple and inexpensive. 

4.2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

 

As shown in Eq. (24) in Chapter II, the peak wavelength can be shifted when 

the effective RI and diameter are modified, which can be achieved via the 

evanescent field of the propagating modes. In order to allow the modes to interact 

with the surrounding media we use a MMF known as No-Core fiber, which is a 

MMF without cladding (i.e. air is the cladding). Therefore, when the MMI device is 

immersed in a liquid, such ethanol, rum, gasohol, gasoline or ethylene glycol, the 

index contrast between core and liquid cladding will be reduced which increases 

the effective diameter and RI of the fundamental mode. The net result is that the 

MMI peak wavelength will be shifted to longer wavelengths as the RI of the liquid is 

increased.  

In order to discriminate the liquid mixtures, the spectral separation between 

the transmitted MMI peaks when the No-core fiber is surrounded by ethanol and 

gasoline has to be clearly identified. Using finite element method software 

(COMSOL multiphysics) we can obtain the effective diameter and RI of the 

fundamental mode, when the MMI is immersed in two different liquids, and these 

values are the used in Eq. (24) in Chapter II to obtain the transmitted MMI peak 
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wavelength for a fixed MMF length. The no-Core MMF parameters used in the 

simulations are a core RI of 1.444 and a diameter of       . We consider the RI at 

1550 nm of a liquid substance with RI of 1.3622 and a liquid substance of RI 

1.4223 respectively [26]. The length of the No-Core fiber was taken as 58.98 mm, 

which corresponds to a better curve. As shown in Fig. 1 in the case of ethanol the 

transmitted peak is located at 1560.75 nm whilst for gasoline is located at 1582 .08 

nm. The peak-to-peak difference of 21 nm should be enough to identify different 

gasohol mixtures whose MMI peak wavelength will within this range. Nevertheless, 

as will be shown later, we can slightly increase the sensitivity by reducing the 

diameter of the No-Core fiber. 

 

Fig.1. MMI peak wavelength response as a function of the RI of the external media. 

 

4.3. RUM ADULTERATION DETECTION USING AN OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR 

BASED ON MULTIMODAL INTERFERENCE EFFECT (MMI) 

4.3.1. Experimental procedure. 

The No Core-MMF used in our experiments is provided by Prime Optical 

Fiber  Corporation. Prior to fabricate the MMI sensor we need to obtain the exact 
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length of the No Core-MMF that will provide the desired MMI peak wavelength. The 

length of the No Core-MMF is calculated using Eq. (24) in Chapter II for a 

wavelength of 1550 nm. The effective RI and diameter correspond to values of 

           and            . Using these values in Eq. (24) in Chapter II, for 

the case of the fourth self-image (    , we obtain a length of          for the 

No Core-MMF. The MMI sensor is fabricated by first splicing the No Core-MMF to 

a SMF using standard splicing procedures. It is important to mention that the 

polymer cladding around the No Core-MMF is entirely removed. In fact, after 

mechanically stripping the polymer, the No Core-MMF is immersed in acetone to 

eliminate any residue. Using a micrometer, we can then control the length of the 

No Core-MMF to be cleaved with a length of 58.22 mm. After cleaving, this end is 

spliced to the output SMF and the MMI sensor is ready for testing. The 

experimental setup for testing the MMI sensors is shown in Fig. 2. The broadband 

optical source was a superluminiscent diode (SLD) centered at 1550 nm. The SLD 

is connected to the input SMF of the device, and the output SMF is then connected 

to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) Anritsu MS9740A to capture the transmitted 

spectrum. The SLD was operated using current and temperature controllers, 

Thorlabs LDC220C and TED200C respectively, in order to avoid intensity 

fluctuations from the optical source. Sharp radius of curvature was also eliminated 

and the remaining fiber was fixed to the optical table to prevent intensity variations 

from the optical fiber itself. 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. 
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As shown in Fig. 2 the sensor was fixed in a channel which was then 

covered to form small chamber. The chamber included input and output plastic 

tubes to facilitate insertion and removal of the liquids. We should also mention that 

when a MMI device is bent the MMI spectral response could be also shifted [27]. 

However, such effect is observed for small radius of curvature (i.e. large bending) 

which is not the case in our experimental setup. Nevertheless, in the case of 

intensity measurements, the MMI sensor is tensioned using a weight of 25 gr to 

minimize any bending due to surface tension in the channel. In the case of spectral 

measurement a weight of 5 gr is used, which guarantees that no spectral shifts are 

observed while maintaining the fiber with small tension. Since both optical fibers 

and liquids are sensitive to temperature, the measurements were performed at a 

controlled temperature of 25°C. 

Regarding the rum used in our experiments, although we have a wide range 

of brands available in the market, we selected Bacardi® White Rum (750 ml bottle) 

because it is well known worldwide. Certified rum was used in order to guarantee 

that it was not adulterated prior to our experiments, and the percentage of alcohol 

by volume was 40% as indicated in the rum label. We should also mention that in 

the market we can also find other rum presentations ranging from 375 ml, 750 ml, 

980 ml, 1750 ml, 2000 ml, and 3 liters, all of them having 40% of alcohol by 

volume. However, changes on the optical properties of the rum due to the 

presentation are not expected as long as they belong to the same batch. In the 

case of different production batches, slight changes could be expected due to 

slight fluctuation during the fabrication processes. 

The response of a MMI sensor immersed in liquids with different refractive 

indexes was evaluated to obtain the sensitivity of the sensor. Mixtures of water and 

glycerin were prepared at different proportions to obtain a range of liquids with 

refractive indexes ranging from         (100% water) to          (30% water / 
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70% glycerin) [28, 29]. As shown in Fig. 3, the peak wavelength is red shifted as 

the RI of the liquid is being increased. 

 

Fig. 3. MMI peak wavelength shift as a function of the liquid RI. 

 

While both effective RI and diameter of the No Core-MMF are being altered, 

the quadratic behavior of the plot in Fig. 3 means that the diameter is the 

dominating factor associated to its square dependence. Since adulteration of rum 

will basically modify the RI of the rum, the sensor is well suited for such application. 

A sensitivity of 258.06 nm/RIU can be estimated from Fig.3. This device is also 

used to obtain the RI of rum, anhydrous ethanol, and ethylene glycol. This is 

performed by correlating the MMI peak wavelength shift that is experimentally 

observed with their corresponding refractive index obtained in Fig.3, and their 

values are shown below. 

4.3.2. Experimental results 

The spectral response of the MMI sensor for the liquids involved in our 

experiments is shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4.  Spectral response of the MMI sensor for different liquids. 

 

As shown in Fig. 4 (black line) the peak wavelength in air is at 1552.3 nm 

which is very close to the design wavelength of 1550 nm. The difference can be 

attributed to slight differences in RI diameter, as well as to the errors in the No 

Core-MMF length due to our cleaving stage. Nevertheless, MMI devices fabricated 

afterwards exhibit the same peak wavelength and the error can be easily 

eliminated. When a sample of rum (                        ) is inserted in 

the channel we can observe a wavelength shift of 12.67 nm, with the peak 

wavelength at 1564.9 nm. This peak wavelength is our reference when the rum 

has not been adulterated. When the sensor is exposed to anhydrous ethanol ( 

                         ) provided by Sigma-Aldrich®, the peak 

wavelength is shifted to 1566.7 nm. Although the shift is relatively small (       ) 

it can be easily resolved by the OSA. The largest wavelength shift is observed 

when EG ((                         ) provided by Sigma-Aldrich® is 

covering the sensor and exhibiting a wavelength shift of 25.5 nm. Taking into 
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account previous results we should be able to identify when a rum sample has 

been adulterated by comparing the measured peak with that of our pure rum 

reference. As we mentioned before, this sensor does not determine if the liquid in 

the mixture is anhydrous ethanol, EG or both but it is capable of resolving if the 

original rum has been altered even for small amounts of liquid. We should highlight 

that we are using anhydrous ethanol, rather than standard ethanol, because 

ethanol has a tendency to adsorb water and this can alter his RI value. It is also 

important to notice that, the peak intensity should increase as the RI is being 

increased due to the reduction of scattering losses. However, in the experimental 

test the signal is reduced due to small bending of the fiber which does not affect 

the peak wavelength at all. Since industrial ethanol is relative inexpensive, the 

addition of certain amounts of ethanol to rum is the simplest way of adulteration. 

We prepared solutions of rum with different volumes of anhydrous ethanol. The 

starting point is 10 ml of pure rum, and we replace certain volumes with anhydrous 

ethanol. As shown in Fig. 5, as the volume of anhydrous ethanol is increased the 

spectral response is shifted to longer wavelengths.  

 

Fig. 5.  Spectral response of the MMI sensor for different concentrations of Rum with anhydrous 

ethanol. 
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Although this shift is relatively small (       ), it provides a clear indication 

that the rum has been adulterated when compared to pure rum. Despite the fact 

that this shift is easily resolved by the OSA, a simpler way to measure this small 

shift is by monitoring intensity changes at one of the steepest walls of the 

spectrum. In order to avoid intensity fluctuations we applied enough tension to the 

device to keep the fiber straight during liquid insertion and removal. As shown in 

Fig.5, we have two options to measure intensity changes, for instance, we tracked 

the intensity changes at 1570 nm by using the spectrums obtained from the OSA 

and the results are shown in Fig. 6. 

  

Fig. 6. Intensity as a function of the ethanol concentration (sample number). 

 

We can observe that the contamination with ethanol can be clearly identified 

and the response is quite linear. The advantage of this approach is that we 

eliminate the need of an OSA and can operate with a single diode laser and a 

photo-detector. 
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The use of EG as an adulterant has also been detected in different alcoholic 

beverages. In fact, in 1985 there was a well-known case in Europe due to the 

adulteration of Italian and German wines with EG. Based on the large spectral shift 

between rum and EG shown in Fig. 4, we should be able to detect quite easily 

small quantities of EG in rum. Taking 10 ml of rum as the starting volume, we 

prepared different solutions where the EG was increased in volumes of 1 ml while 

the same amount of rum was reduced. As shown in Fig. 7, a spectral shift of 1.3 

nm is easily observed even for 1 ml of EG, while awavelengths shift of 7.7 nm is 

observed when the volume of rum has been replaced with EG by 50%.  

 

Fig. 7. Spectral response of the MMI sensor for different concentrations of Rum with ethylene 

glycol. 

As it was mentioned before, the intensity variations that we observe in Fig. 7 

are related to slight movement (bending) of the No Core-MMF, which can be 

solved by applying more tension to the fiber when it is glued to the channel. A 
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similar approach to follow intensity changes can be also applied as long as such 

external intensity variations are eliminated as explained before. 

It is well known that the sensitivity of MMI sensors can be increased by 

reducing the diameter of the No Core-MM [21]. According to Eq. (24) in Chapter II, 

if the diameter of the No Core-MMF length has to be reduced to obtain the same 

MMI peak wavelength.  Therefore, using Eq. (24) we can calculate the required No 

Core-MMF length for a diameter of       nd peak wavelength of 1552.5 nm, which 

result in a No Core-MMF length of 23.81 mm. A second MMI sensor with a No 

Core-MMF length of 23.81 mm was fabricated and the diameter of the No Core-

MMF was reduced by immersing the fiber in buffered oxide etching (BOE) solution, 

which is a mixture of hydrofluoric acid and ammonium fluoride as the buffer agent.  

Since the etching rate is relatively slow (           ), we can monitor the 

transmitted spectrum in real time.  After a total time 170 min we can observe that 

the MMI peak wavelength is at            . The new MMI sensor with reduced 

diameter was tested again for the rum, anhydrous ethanol and EG.  As shown in 

Fig. 8, the peak wavelength shift is increased for all the liquids, but it is more 

significant at higher RI of the liquids. 
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Fig. 8. MMI peak wavelength shift as a function of the liquid RI for different No Core-MMF 

diameters. 

In particular, we can notice that the peak wavelength separation between 

rum and anhydrous ethanol has been increased to 3.7 nm (105.55 % 

improvement). The main issue when the No CoreMMF diameter is reduced is 

related to the fact that the band-pass response gets broader, which difficults the 

identification of the exact peak within the band-pass response and imposes a limit 

in the final diameter that can be reduced. Therefore, intensity monitoring is better 

than wavelength to small spectral changes and spectral monitoring is better for 

higher spectral changes. 
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4.4. GASOHOL QUALITY CONTROL FOR REAL TIME APPLICATIONS BY MEANS 

OF MULTIMODE INTERFERENCE (MMI) FIBER SENSOR. 

 

4.4.1. Experimental procedure 

The No-Core fiber used in our next experiments was the same type 

described in the above section. The MMI sensor was fabricated by first splicing the 

SMF to one end of the No-Core MMF. Using a microscope and a micrometer stage 

we align the splicing point with the edge of the cleaver knife, and the fiber is then 

moved away a distance of 59.58 mm. The No-Core MMF length is slightly larger as 

estimated from Eq. (24) in Chapter II for peak wavelength transmission at 1530 nm 

and air as the surrounding medium, which could be related to slight variations of 

the RI and diameter of the NO-Core MMF. The No-Core MMF is finally cleaved and 

spliced to another SMF, and at this stage the sensor is ready for testing. We 

should highlight that the surface of the No-Core fiber should be free of any polymer 

that could interfere with the measurements. Therefore, after fabrication, the MMI 

device was cleaned using a sulfuric acid solution (1M) to remove any residual 

polymer. The experimental setup for testing the MMI gasohol sensors is the same 

shown in Fig 2. The MMI structure was fixed into a channel engraved in a Delrin 

plate with integrated liquid inlet and outlet channels. During the measurements we 

monitored the temperature (~23°C) and humidity (~26%), and small variations of 

less than 4% were observed during the experiments. Such small variation does not 

significantly alter the response of the sensor. It is important to mention that in 

Mexico we have two different kinds of gasoline with 87 and 92 octanes, named 

G87 and G92 respectively, and both are free of ethanol. Therefore, in order to 

obtain different gasohol blends, we prepared different mixtures of G87 diluted with 

anhydrous ethanol (AE) as shown in Table 1.  
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Solution  G87 (ml) Anhydrous 

Ethanol (ml) 

G87 /AE (%) 

G87 10 0 100/0 

E10 9 1 90/10 

E20 8 2 80/20 

E30 7 3 70/30 

E40 6 4 60/40 

E50 5 5 50/50 

Table 1.  Gasohol blends were prepared using anhydrous ethanol and G87 gasoline. The blends 

are labeled following standard convention. 

 

The mixtures were selected according to the different gasohol blends that 

are commonly used in several countries [16-30, 31]. We should also highlight that 

AE was used to guarantee that the gasohol blends do not contain or will absorb 

water. Although the results reported here were performed using the G87 type, 

similar results could be obtained with the G92 type. We also believe that similar 

results could be obtained for other types of gasoline used worldwide. 

 

4.4.2. Experimental results. 

    We first measured the spectral response of the MMI sensor when it is covered 

with AE and G87 gasoline. As shown in Fig. 9, we have a separation of 15.2 nm 

between the transmitted peak wavelengths, which is smaller than the expected 

values obtained from Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9.   Spectral response of the MMI sensor for anhydrous ethanol and G87 gasoline. 

 

Such difference is related to the fact that the RI of ethanol and gasoline are 

very similar that both RI liquids substances used in the simulations. Nevertheless, 

the peak wavelength separation between AE and G87 gasoline should be enough 

to monitor the different gasohol blends. Gasohol measurements were performed by 

first mixing the gasohol blends for a period of 2 min. After mixing, the gasohol was 

inserted into the channel and the spectral response of the MMI sensor was 

acquired with the OSA. Before a new measurement the MMI sensor is rinsed with 

pure ethanol and, after filling the channel with a new gasohol blend, the spectral 

response is measured again. The spectral response of the MMI sensor for each 

one of the gasohol blends, as listed in Table 1, is shown in Fig. 10.  
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Fig. 10. Gasohol blends from Table 1 (MMF diameter of 125 µm). 

 

We can observe that the spectral response of the MMI sensor is shifted to 

longer wavelengths as the amount of AE is reduced from the gasohol blend. Such 

response is correlated with the fact that the G87 gasoline has a higher RI than the 

AE.  

 

As shown in Fig.10, the sensor can clearly identify the different gasohol 

blends. However, a simple way to slightly enhance the sensitivity of the MMI 

sensor is by reducing the diameter of No-Core fiber, which effectively increases the 

interaction between the evanescent field and the gasohol. Using a buffered oxide 

etching (BOE) solution, which is a mixture of ammonium fluoride and hydrofluoric 

acid (6:1 volume ratio), the external diameter of the No-Core fiber (originally 125 

µm) was reduced to approximately 90 µm by applying an etching time of 130 

minutes. In order to achieve a specific peak wavelength after the etching, the 

length of the No-Core fiber is calculated using Eq. (2.20) with the target diameter of 

90 µm. In this particular case the length of the No-Core fiber was 31.35 mm for a 

peak wavelength close to 1530 nm. We should highlight that, before etching, the 
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transmitted spectra does not show any noticeable peak related to the image. As 

the fiber is being etched, we can observe a well-defined peak appearing from the 

long wavelength edge of the transmitted spectra. As the etching continues, the 

whole spectrum is shifted to shorter wavelengths until we reach the desired peak 

wavelength value. As shown in Fig.11 the peak wavelength is very close to the 

design peak wavelength of 1530 nm. Also shown in Fig. 11 is the spectral 

response of the modified MMI sensor when it is covered with AE and G87 gasoline. 

 

Fig. 11. Spectral response of the MMI sensor for E and G87 gasoline (No-Core MMF diameter of 90 

µm). 

  Here we observe an increment in the peak wavelength difference between 

AE and G87 gasoline of 19.8 nm (30.26% improvement).  We measured the 

gasohol blends using this sensor and, as shown in Fig. 12, a sensitivity of 0.270 

nm/%AE is obtained as compared to a sensitivity of 0.208 nm/%AE from the 

original MMI sensor without etching. We should also highlight that the response of 

both sensors are highly linear.  
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 Fig. 12. Absolute peak wavelength shift of both MMI sensors as a function of the 

gasohol blends. 

  A more critical issue when monitoring gasohol blends is related to the 

capability of ethanol to absorb water. As we previously described, there is a 

maximum amount of water that the blend can hold before having phase separation 

issues. This limit is at 4% of water volume with respect to the ethanol volume that 

will be mixed with gasoline. This effect can be easily observed in Fig.13 (a)-(d). 

The gasohol blend in this case is E10 that corresponds to 90% of gasoline and 

10% of AE. The bottles shown in each figure, going from left to right, have a water 

volume of 1%, 5%, and 10% with respect to the AE volume. Fig. 13 (a) shows the 

gasohol blend when the water/AE mixture is gently added to the G87 gasoline. We 

can notice that the bottle with 1% of water volume is well mixed with the gasoline, 

whilst the one with 10% of water volume exhibits immediately a phase separation 

process. The bottle with 5% water volume does not experience a drastic phase 

separation process, but the liquids are not homogeneously mixed, instead a slightly 

cloudy colloidal suspension is obtained. Fig. 13(b), (c) and (d), correspond to snap 
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shots taken every three second after the bottles have been shook for one minute. 

We can easily observe that the E10 blend with 1% water volume remains 

practically unaltered. However, the E10 blends with water volumes of 5% and 10% 

become cloudy due to the inability of the ternary constituents to be mixed. We can 

also notice that the blend with 10% water volume goes into phase separation very 

rapidly, while the 5% water volume takes a longer time on the order of 2 minutes.   

 

   

Fig. 13. Gasohol samples with different water percentage of 1%, 5%, and 10% (left to 

right) with (a) After adding AE/water to G87, (b) After shaking the samples, (c) Three 

seconds after shaking and (d) Six seconds after shaking. 
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Fig. 14. Absolute peak wavelength response of the MMI sensor as function of gasohol 

blends with different water volumes. 

 

We evaluated the ability of the etched MMI sensor (90 µm diameter) to 

detect water content in the different gasohol blends shown in Table 1. For each 

gasohol blend we prepared a set of samples with different water content from 0% 

to 6% with increments of 1% (labeled M0 to M6), with respect to the total AE 

volume. The gasohol blend-water mixture was vigorously shaken before every 

measurement, then it was introduced into the channel, and the transmitted 

spectrum is immediately acquired. As shown in Fig.14, all gasohol blends with 

water content from 0% to 4% exhibit a similar response as before.  

We only notice a slight change in the sensitivity which can be related to the 

different water content. Nevertheless, when the water content increases to 5% we 

observe a significant deviation of more than 10 nm from the linear response for the 

E10 gasohol blend. We can also notice that the as the water content increases to 

6%, a similar effect is observed for the E30 and E20 gasohol blends. This behavior 

is related with the formation of small droplets of gasoline and AE with water due to 
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the phase separation, which effectively reduces the RI for the gasohol blend. This 

also reduces the effective RI and diameter of the fundamental mode in the MMI 

device, and the peak wavelength is also reduced. At higher water volume the effect 

is seen by all the gasohol blends. In fact, since complete phase separation occurs 

in a matter of seconds for high water volumes, in a real application the sensor can 

be placed close to the bottom of the gasohol container. In this scenario the RI seen 

by the MMI sensor under complete phase separation will be that of the AE with 

water, which should be very close to that of the AE, and a larger peak wavelength 

deviation from linearity should be observed. The results demonstrate the feasibility 

of employing the MMI sensor as a reliable system for gasohol quality control that is 

not only a simple but also a cost effective system. 

 

4.5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We demonstrated the application of an MMI optical fiber sensor as a tool for 

monitoring the quality control of rum. The sensor can detect the adulteration of rum 

due to presence of ethylene glycol and anhydrous ethanol. The sensor can be 

spectrally or intensity interrogated when fluctuations are removed from the 

experimental setup. The advantages of the sensor are that the fabrication is 

straightforward, and exhibits great reproducibility and reversibility, while the 

response has no significant interference against temperature or humidity. We also 

explore the feasibility of enhancing the sensor response by reducing the diameter 

of the No Core-MMF.  

A novel gasohol fuel detection system based on MMI fiber sensors was also 

demonstrated. The MMI sensor relies on the fact that the RI of the gasohol blend is 

reduced as the ethanol content is increased. Since MMI sensors are capable of 

detecting small RI changes, accurate control of gasohol blends is achieved by 

tracking the peak spectral response of the MMI sensor. Gasohol blends with 
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ethanol content from 0% to 50% are clearly identified with a maximum sensitivity of 

0.270 nm/%AE. The sensor is also capable of detecting when the water content of 

the gasohol blend exceeds the maximum volume that induces phase separation 

effects. When this occurs the liquids are not homogeneously mixed and a slightly 

cloudy colloidal suspension is obtained. Since the effective RI of the suspension is 

lower than the homogeneous mixture, we obtain a shorter peak wavelength 

response that the deviates from the linear response of the MMI sensor. Since the 

MMI sensor is straightforward to fabricate and does not require any special coating 

it is a cost effective solution for monitoring the quality of gasohol blends. 
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CHAPTER V. SENSITIVITY OPTIMIZATION OF MULTIMODAL 

INTERFEROMETERS (MMI) BY MEANS OF THIN INDIUM TIN OXIDE 

(ITO) COATINGS 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this chapter we propose and experimentally demonstrate the fabrication 

of novel sensitivity enhanced multimodal interferometers (MMI) by means of the 

utilization of high refractive index Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) thin films coatings. ITO 

coating has been described and characterized regarding optical properties. In 

particular, experimental results showed that a MMI coated with an ITO thin film with 

thickness of  36 nm shows a sensitivity of 354.10 nm/RIU for RI measurements 

within the range of 1.318–1.391, which represents a factor 2 sensitivity 

enhancement when compared with the MMI without coating. The advantages of 

these multimodal interferometers are that the fabrication is straightforward, and 

exhibits great reproducibility and reversibility. They also serve as a simple and cost 

effective platform for development of optical fiber sensors with no significant 

interference with temperature or humidity. 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Interferometers are measuring instruments that use the wave properties of 

light as well as the phenomenon of interference to identify the refractive index (RI) 

of solids, liquids and gasses. Some application areas of the interferometers are: 

agriculture, materials science, cosmetics, textile, biotechnology, medicine, food 

technology, environmental real time monitoring, earth sciences, atmospheric and 

mineralogy, forensics, clinical chemistry, military research, oil industry, 

pharmaceutical industry, among others [1-3].  
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Structures in optical fibers to develop interferometers and refractometers 

have attracted considerable attention for the last years due their inherent 

properties, such as good sensitivity, light weight, remote monitoring capability, 

immunity to electromagnetic interference, high resolution, small size, portability, 

low cost, easy multiplexing of different signals and good corrosion resistance [4-8]. 

Some approaches have been reported to measure the refractive index (RI) of 

liquids employing long period gratings (LPG) and Bragg gratings [9,10], macro-

bend single-mode fiber (SMF) [11], D-type fiber optic based on total internal 

reflection heterodyne interferometry [12], Fabry-Perot interferometer [13], Mach 

Zehnder Interferometry with waist-enlarged fusion bitaper [14], surface plasmon 

resonance [15], micro-sphere resonator [16], microfiber coil resonator [17], 

narrowband cladding-mode resonance shifts [18], optical ring resonator [19], 

among others. Although these refractometers/interferometers devices have 

reported a good sensitivity, they usually require complex equipment for special 

preparation of the fiber and require the use of additional material and 

instrumentation inside-outside of the fiber that could impact the cost of the final 

developed device. 

 

There is a particular phenomenon applied to SMF-MMF-SMF structures 

(SMS), which is called multimodal interference (MMI) effect. This phenomenon has 

been traditionally explored for the design and development of optical fiber 

interferometers and satisfactorily meets good sensitivity to measure changes in 

refractive index of liquids substances [20-23]. The advantages of these MMI 

structures are that their fabrication is straightforward, and exhibits great 

reproducibility and reversibility, with no significant interference against temperature 

or humidity. The effective diameter and refractive index of the MMF are responsible 

for the sensitivity of the SMS devices. Thus, their sensitivity can be improved by 

means of etching processes on the MMF section [25], taper processes on the MMF 

section [26] and incorporating high refractive index thin films coatings [27-29] on 
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the MMF section as it will be described in this chapter. However, in etching and 

taper process are additional problems such as MMF misalignment, adequate 

splicing of the MMF to the SMF, also require an extremely careful handling to avoid 

breaking the MMF. A reason to justify the application of an additional coating in 

optical fiber interferometer/refractometer is the possibility to use coatings that are 

sensitive to a humidity [30], specific gas [31], pH [32], chemical [33] or biological 

species [34], and temperature [27, 29], which permits to increase the number of 

applications of the optical fiber interferometers as sensing devices. In view of the 

previous success combining thin-films with optical structures that are inherently 

sensitive to the surrounding medium, the application of a thin-film to a MMF section 

of SMS structure should lead to interesting results. 

Novel applications have been recently described by manufacturing optical 

fiber refractometers based in materials with unique optical and electrical properties, 

such as Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) [35], Indium Oxide (In2O3) [36] or Indium Tin Oxide 

(ITO) [36]. ITO electrochemical stability, compared to traditional gold and silver, 

offers multiple possibilities, such as: easier processible surfaces or simpler surface 

chemistries; ITO can operate at temperatures up to 1400 °C and can be used in 

harsh environments, such as gas turbines, aircraft engines and rocket motors; 

another benefit of ITO is that if moisture does penetrate, ITO will degrade less than 

compared to a common choice of transparent conducting oxide [37-39].  

In this chapter, we have employed a high refractive index ITO film to change 

the effective diameter and refractive index of the fundamental mode of a SMS 

structure, and hence, enhance the sensitivity of MMI interferometers in the near 

infra-red region by means of the utilization of different ITO coating thickness 

values. To our knowledge, this is the first time that ITO coated SMS structures 

have been studied for the fabrication of tunable optical fiber interferometers as a 

simple and cost effective platform for development of optical fiber sensors with no 
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significant interference against temperature or humidity and a straightforward 

fabrication process. 

5.2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

 

As we explained before, a SMS structure is fabricated by splicing a segment 

of MMF between two SMF segments. In our device the SMS structure is able to 

see the liquid surrounding the fiber because the MMF does not have a cladding. A 

simple way to enhance the sensitivity of the SMS structure is to coat the MMF with 

a very thin high RI film. This has been used on other fiber structures, but to our 

knowledge, this is the first time that it is used in a SMS sensor. The only restriction 

we have in order to coat the high RI film on the MMF surface is that we need to 

control the film thickness to very thin values. If the film is too thick, it will start 

guiding and all the light from the MMF will be coupled into the high RI film. 

 

 

Fig 1. Simulation results of MMI and MMI+ITO interferometers for different external medium RI 
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The peak wavelength of the SMS sensor after it has been coated with a high 

RI film is still dictated by Eq. (24) in Chapter II. In this case we need to find the 

effective RI and effective diameter of the fundamental mode including the thin film. 

COMSOL Multiphysics was used in order to numerically calculate both effective 

values. According to our simulations, when the SMS device with high RI film is 

covered with liquid, the effective diameter of the fundamental mode is increased as 

compared to a SMS structure without film under the presence of the same liquid. In 

terms of the effective RI we observed changes on the order of 10-5, which can be 

easily neglected. Thus, we can obtain the SMS peak wavelength for a coated SMS 

sensor as a function of the surrounding liquids by using Eq. (24) in Chapter II. All 

the values are the same as before, except for the effective diameter of the 

fundamental mode which is calculated for a film of 35 nm and RI of 2.13 at 1550 

nm. As shown in Fig. 1, the SMS without film exhibits the typical wavelength shift 

for the RI of the liquids. Nevertheless, the SMS structure coated with the high RI 

film exhibits a larger wavelength shift and hence a higher sensitivity. We can also 

notice that the sensitivity is even higher when the thickness of the film is increased.  

 

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

5.3.1. SMS ordinary structure fabrication 

Prior to the fabrication of the MMI structures we need to obtain the exact 

length of the NC-MMF that will provide the desired MMI peak wavelength. First we 

prepare the ordinary SMS structure, so from Eq. (24) in Chapter II, we employ a 

NC-MMF segment of 60.57 mm spliced between two segments of SMF-28 (core 

diameter of 125 µm) for a wavelength of 1490 nm for the case of the fourth self-
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image      The NC-MMF cladding was removed with acetone to clean any 

remaining residue.  

5.3.2. Experimental setup 

 

The experimental set-up for testing the MMI refractometer is the same that 

was described in Fig. 2 of Chapter IV. 

 

5.3.3. Indium Tin Oxide as thin film coating 

Indium Oxide is an n-type (gap 3.7 eV) semiconductor and as such is 

currently used in integrated circuits to form heterojunctions with p-lnP, n-GaAs. 

However, Indium Oxide shows its best properties when it is doped with Tin Dioxide, 

thereby forming ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) (gap 4 eV) [40, 41]. The ITO films (90% 

ln2O3 and 10% SnO2) works as a transparent electrical conductor, may reflect a 

portion of the infrared region of the spectrum and it is also opaque in the near 

infrared region, because of free carrier absorption. ITO acts as a transparent 

conducting film, meanwhile increasing the thickness and increasing the 

concentration of charge carriers will increase its conductivity but will decrease its 

transparency [42].  ITO properties may vary during the ITO sputtering process 

attending to several fabrication parameters such as oxygen flow, sputter time, 

current intensity, partial pressure and temperature. The adjustment of ITO 

fabrication parameters can help to define the final properties of the film such as 

strength, thickness, roughness, as well as the two major properties of ITO: 

resistivity and transparency. The ITO film resistivity initially decreases with an 

increase in the ITO film thickness of 50 to 100 nm and remains nearly constant for 

thicknesses up to 300 nm, to subsequently increase its value. The ITO film 

thicknesses between 10 and 50 nm provide resistivities in a range between 10.10-4 

and 9.10-4     .  The optical transmittance decreases when the thickness of the 

film is increased, which can be attributed to increased absorption, interference 
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phenomena, minimum and maximum reflection achieved for different combinations 

of wavelengths and thicknesses [43]. 

5.3.4. SMS ITO coating structure fabrication 

We employ two NC-MMF segments of 58.97 mm and 58.60 nm for a 

wavelength of 1530  nm  and 1540 respectively, both for the case of the fourth self-

image (      The NC-MMF cladding was removed with acetone to clean any 

remaining residue. For the manufacture of coatings of ITO sputtering equipment 

(K675XD Quorum Technologies Ldt.) was used with a partial pressure of argon 

between       and             and current intensity of       , which allowed to 

achieve deposition rates  of           [39]. Since this fabrication technique is 

designed to be used on flat substrates it was necessary to introduce into the 

vacuum chamber a rotation mechanism based on a DC motor which is adapted to 

clamp and rotate the fiber throughout the whole deposition process. The NC-MMF 

segment of 58.60 nm and NC-MMF segment of 58.97 mm were prepared by 

stopping the deposition process after 1 and 2 minutes, obtaining ITO thicknesses 

of         and          respectively. Fig. 2 shows the section of the sensitive 

region. Next, we repeat the process described in section 2.1.to finish the ITO 

coated SMS structures. 
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal section of the sensitive region. 

 

5.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Mixtures of water and glycerin were prepared at different concentration 

solution to obtain a range of RI from 1.318 (100% water) to 1.408 (40% water / 

60% glycerin) [49, 50] in order to study the utility of the MMI structures as 

refractometers. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the peak wavelength is red shifted as the RI 

of the liquid is being increased.  
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Fig. 3. (a) MMI interferometer peak wavelength shift as a function of the water/glycerin 

solutions RI, and (b) MMI spectral response for water/glycerin solutions. 

 

Since both effective RI and diameter of the NC-MMF are being altered, the 

quadratic behavior means that the diameter is the dominating factor since it has a 

square dependence. A sensitivity of 183.333 nm/RIU can be estimated from Fig. 

3(a). The spectral response of the MMI ordinary interferometer for the solutions 

described above is shown in Fig. 3(b).  As it is shown in Fig 3(b), a spectral shift of 

2.4 nm is easily observed between water (red line) and the solution of  80% 

water/20% of glycerin (dark cyan line). As it is shown in Fig. 3(b), a spectral shift of 

16.5 nm is observed when the volume of water has been replaced with glycerin by 

40%. (brown line). 

 

In Fig. 4, we can observe the real and imaginary parts of the ITO refractive 

index between 1200-1900 nm (obtained with the ellipsometer UVISEL Horiba Jobin 

Yvon).  
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Fig. 4. ITO refractive index and absorption coefficient at Near Infrared region 

 

We can appreciate a high RI of ITO at 1500 nm (n~2.13), therefore it is 

expected an increase in the sensitivity of the MMI interferometers if this material is 

deposited on the surface of the NC-MMF. The complex refractive index part is high 

in the same region, so the presence of remarkable absorption is also possible. 

 

The spectral response of both ITO coated MMI interferometers for each one 

of the water/glycerin solutions is represented in Fig. 5. We can observe that the 

spectral response in both devices is shifted to longer wavelengths as the amount of 

water is reduced from the solution blend. Such responses are correlated with the 

fact that the glycerin has a higher RI than the water. As it is shown in Fig 5(a), a 

spectral shift of 5 nm is easily observed between water (red line) and the solution 

of 80% water/20% of glycerin (dark cyan line) while a spectral shift of 27.5 nm is 

observed when the volume of water has been replaced with glycerin by 40%. 

(brown line).  
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Fig. 5. MMI spectral response for different ITO layer times sputtering deposition values: (a) 1 min 

and (b) 2 min when they are immersed in water/glycerin solutions with different RI. 

 

We can see in Fig. 4 that the ITO refractive index high complex part makes 

the possible the presence of elevate absorption,  that’s why the intensity of both 

responses tends to decrease as the thickness of ITO deposited on the NC-MMF 

increases. In particular, the signal intensity is almost vanished in the MMI ITO 

coating structure of 2 minutes [Fig. 5(b)] for the solution of water 60%/ glycerin 

40%. (brown line). As it is shown in Fig. 6, the peak wavelength shift is increased 

for all the liquids, but it is more significant when the RI of the surrounding medium 

is higher. 
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Fig. 6. MMI interferometer  peak wavelength shift as a function of the water/glycerin 

solutions RI for the MMI without ITO (black), MMI+ITO:1min (red line) and MMI+ITO:2 min 

(blue line).  

 

  In particular, we can notice that the peak wavelength separation between RI 

of 1.318 and 1.391 is increased to 19 nm in MMI interferometer 1 min ITO coating 

(         while the peak wavelength separation between the same RI is 

increased to 26 nm in MMI interferometer 2 min deposition ITO coating (        . 

The main issue when the ITO coating in is increased is related to the fact the band-

pass response gets shorter, which complicates the identification of the exact peak 

of the band-pass response and imposes a limit in the final ITO coating thickness 

that can be  deposited on NC-MMF.  
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS. 

 

We have presented the fabrication of MMI interferometers based on indium 

tin oxide (ITO) coatings with response in the near infrared region. We have 

explored the feasibility of enhancing the MMI interferometer sensitivity by means of 

the fabrication of smooth and homogeneous ITO coatings onto the NC-MMF.. 

Fabricated ITO coated MMI interferometers doubled the sensitivity of the devices 

without ITO. The sensitivity obtained for a MMI with an ITO coating of 36 nm 

thickness was 354.10 nm/RIU for RI measurements within the range of 1.318–

1.391. The MMI+ITO fabricated devices are a simple and cost effective platform for 

development of optical fiber sensors with no significant interference against 

temperature or humidity as well as a straightforward fabrication process and the 

possibility to perform novel approaches on ITO devices technology. 
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

 

The scope of this thesis work was the design, fabrication, deployment and 

verification of the correct operation of optical fiber structures for three industrial 

applications: gaseous ammonia detection, adulteration of alcoholic beverages and 

gasohol quality control; were the principle of operation of our sensor provides an 

advantage over other reported sensors.  In general, the work done allowed fulfilling 

the objectives set at the beginning of the investigation.  At first order the behaviour 

of the different sensing structures and its physical-mathematical fundaments was 

described. Then, these structures were physically implemented and practically 

demonstrated as useful tools for real applications. 

 

For the gaseous ammonia detection at low level concentrations, we 

described two optical fiber sensors employing colourimetric pH 

indicators:Bromocresol Green (BCG) and Universal indicator, attached to the 

multimode optical fiber. These colourimetric pH indicators are each one immersed 

into a hydrophobic and gas permeable polyurethane film named Tecoflex®  that 

acts as a ttraping matrix, providing additional advantages, such as-operation even 

in extremely dry environments, efficient transport and leakage or detachment of the 

colourimetric pH indicators prevention. BCG pH indicator exhibits a wide spectral 

response (500 nm-750 nm) while showing recovery times of less than 15 s. 

Universal pH indicator exhibits also a sensitivity to ammonia over a broad 

wavelength rangee  providing a differential response, with a valley around 500 nm 

and a peak around 650 nm, which allows to perform ratiometric measurements, 

providing not only an enhanced signal, but can also eliminate any external 

disturbance due to humidity or temperature fluctuations. The combination of the 

colourimetric pH indicators (BCG and Universal) and Tecoflex® film provides 

reliable and robust optical fiber ammonia gas sensors suitable to be used in real 

applications. Based on the experimental dynamic range, sensors responses could 
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be easily optimized attending to three parameters: film thickness, interaction 

length, and MMF diameter; that the sensors could be capable of detecting smaller 

10 ppm ammonia concentrations. The advantages of these sensors consist of a 

straightforward fabrication as well as good reproducibility and reversibility with 

ammonia exposure limits. 

 

There is a particular phenomenon applied to SMF-MMF-SMF structures 

(SMS) and is explored for the design and development of optical fiber 

interferometers, which is called multimodal interference (MMI) effect and 

satisfactorily meet good sensitivity for adulteration detection in alcoholic beverages 

(particularly Rum) and gasohol quality control, providing high repeatability and 

reversibility while using a fast and simple fabrication without any special coating 

making it a cost effective solution for real time and in-situ monitoring with no 

significant interference against or humidity. A common feature during the 

adulteration of alcoholic beverages and the preparation of gasohol mixtures is that 

the refractive index of the original liquid is modified when is mixed with other liquid. 

Therefore, refractive index optical fiber sensor can be used to monitor when a 

liquid has been contaminated. Considering that the MMI sensor exhibits a 

sensitivity of 258.06 nm /RIU for liquids with RI ranging from 1.318 to 1.4203, we 

can accurately determine if a rum sample is free of contaminants or adulterated 

with other liquid, which is typically performed using ethanol or toxic elements like 

ethylene glycol. Gasohol blends with ethanol content from 0% to 50% have been 

clearly identified using these MMI devices obtaining a linear response with a 

maximum sensitivity of 0.270 nm/%ETOH. The sensor can also distinguish when 

water incorporated in the blend has exceeded the maximum volume tolerated by 

the gasohol blend. We also explore the feasibility of enhancing the sensors 

response by reducing the diameter of the No Core-MMF and can be operated by 
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following either spectral shifts or intensity changes, making these an attractive 

option to fabricate portable sensors devices. 

 

Due to effective diameter and refractive index of the MMF are responsible 

for the sensitivity of the SMS devices, they can improve their sensitivity by 

incorporating high refractive index thin films coatings on the MMF section. A 

reason to justify the application of an additional coating in optical fiber 

interferometer/refractometer is to increase the number of applications of the optical 

fiber interferometers as sensing devices. In this thesis work, we used a high 

refractive index ITO film to change the effective diameter and refractive index of 

the fundamental mode of a SMS structure, and hence, the sensitivity optimization 

of MMI interferometers in the near infra-red region by different ITO coating 

thickness values. We explored the feasibility of enhancing the MMI interferometer 

response by smooth and homogeneous coatings onto the No-Core with ITO thin-

films sputtered by employing a rotating mechanism. Fabricated ITO coated MMI 

interferometers enhanced their own sensitivity of 354.10 nm/RIU for RI 

measurements within the range of 1.318–1.391 for an ITO coating of 36 nm 

thickness approximately. This means a factor 2 sensitivity enhancement when 

compared with the MMI without ITO coating. These optical fiber interferometers are 

a simple and cost effective platform for development of optical fiber sensors with a 

straightforward fabrication process and the possibility to perform novel studies in 

ITO devices technology. This thesis work led to the design and build optical fiber 

sensors for measurements of different parameters as well as to improve the 

response of existing devices through the introduction of new techniques.  The 

results obtained from this thesis turn it a useful work in the study of new materials 

applicable to optical fiber sensors, while opening new avenues of research in the 

field of optical fiber sensors for industrial applications. 
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ANNEX B. IMAGES TAKEN DURING THE 

MANUFACTURING OF THE OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR 

BASED ON MULTIMODE INTERFERENCE (MMI) 
EFFECTS. 
 

 

         

The SMS sensor was fixed in a channel which was then covered to form small 

chamber. The chamber included input and output plastic tubes to facilitate insertion 

(left) and removal (right) of the liquids. 

 

         

Fiber and Integrated (FIO) laboratory facilities UAT-UAMRR) (left); LabVIEW 

interface data acquisition (rigth). 
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ANNEX C. IMAGES TAKEN DURING THE 

MANUFACTURING OF THE OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR 

BASED ON COATINGS BY SPUTTERING. 
 

 

    

The ammonia gas sensor head was inserted in the chamber without any contact 

with the aqueous solution of ammonia (left); handout and computer equipment for 

the measurement reading (right). 

     

Sensors laboratory facilities (UPNA) (left); the coated MMF sensor head was kept 

at room temperature during 20 min, and then placed into an oven for thermally 

curing at 85° C for 15 min (right). 
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ANNEX D. IMAGES TAKEN DURING LECTURES ABOUT 

OPTICAL FIBERS SENSORS IN INDUSTRY. 
 

     

    

 

Lecture “Optical fiber sensors 

for the detection of toxic 

substances in the industry” in 

the First Forum of Electronics, 

Computing and Job security 

organized by the Universidad 

Autónoma de Tamaulipas-

Unidad Académica 

Multidisciplinaria Reynosa 

Rodhe (UAT-UAMRR) (2014). 
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